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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The world has been experiencing great turmoil and conflict and people from many
nations are internally displaced, or have fled their homes to seek refuge in other
countries. The United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) urges the
international community to respond. Despite the needs, enormous inadequacies exist in
international funding and response to refugee situations even as refugee populations are
increasing (Petersen, 2013). The response to the Syrian crisis is an example of these
shortfalls. UNHCR (n.d.) reports an 86% funding gap in the response while the number
of externally displaced Syrians rises by approximately 6000 every day. Displacement
especially impacts youth who equal about half of all refugees globally (Petersen, 2013).
Young people are particularly susceptible to the affects of conflict and
displacement due to a combination of age related factors. The National Child
Traumatic Stress Network (2003), a group that specializes on the effects of warrelated trauma on children and youth, highlights a study by Alwood, Bell-Dolan,
and Husain, that found as much as 75% of refugee children suffer post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) (as cited in National Child Traumatic Stress Network,
2003). PTSD manifests as anxiety, aggression, and depression, and results in the
inability to focus, engage, and develop attachment (National Child Traumatic
Stress Network, 2003). These symptoms greatly affect learning capacity at crucial
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developmental stages (Alwood et al., 2002, as cited in National Child Traumatic
Stress Network, 2003).
Petersen (2013), a researcher with UNHCR, summarizes the inadequacies of
international response to the educational needs of conflict-affected youth. Petersen and
researchers from the Centre for the Study of Civil War (Ostby & Urdal, 2011) and the
Danish Institute for International Studies (Dryden-Peterson, 2011) detail these
inadequacies and draw attention to the beginnings of a more holistic approach.
Previously, international institutions didn’t prioritize youth education beyond primary
education enrollment (Petersen, 2013).
Only in the last decade has there been recognition that the success and well being
of young people are the main determiners in sustainable post-war reconstruction and
peace, with education being the key (Dryden-Peterson, 2011; Milner & Loescher, 2011;
Ostby & Urdal, 2011; Petersen, 2013). Therefore, a shift to programs in secondary
education, vocational training, and accelerated learning with focus on quality content,
youth impact, and local input is beginning to occur (Dryden-Peterson, 2011; Petersen,
2013). However, there is still funding gaps, problems with teacher training and
implementation, and a lack of learner outcome evaluations (Dryden-Peterson, 2011;
Petersen, 2013). Today’s Syrian crisis proves the need for a holistic approach in
education, as only around half of all children are currently enrolled in, or attending school
(Davis & Taylor, 2013; United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund, 2013).
Education is lacking in both refugee camps and host cities across the Middle East,
leaving many young people with little or no access to education (United Nations
International Children’s Emergency Fund, 2013). Furthermore, displaced youth who are
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enrolled in host country’s schools worldwide often drop out because class is taught in an
unfamiliar language in an unfamiliar context (Dryden-Peterson, 2006; United Nations
International Children’s Emergency Fund, 2013).
The long-standing gaps in education for youth in vulnerable situations are a source
of motivation to design quality, relevant, personalized, learner-centered curricula and
educational programs structured on a combination of verified approaches and bottom-up
innovation. Creating curriculum with universal applications that is also adaptable to the
specific needs of specific youth populations is central to the challenge. The main
questions that arise from this problem are: How can educators help conflict-affected
students with their health and emotional needs while also supporting their educational
goals? What skills are important to develop, and how can communities make quality
education available despite funding shortfalls? Youth may be internally displaced within
their home countries, or living transitionally in host countries, with in refugee camps or
cities, for indeterminate periods; they may eventually integrate in host countries, return
home, or seek asylum in other countries, perhaps waiting years in detention centers, or
experiencing acculturation in resettlement processes (Davis & Taylor, 2013; DrydenPeterson, 2011; Milner & Loescher, 2011; National Child Traumatic Stress Network,
2003; Petersen, 2013; United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund, 2013).
No matter what the situation, educational programs should help youth flourish.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to create a curriculum to address the problem of
education for conflict-affected youth. The project was chosen out of a sense of duty to
respond to the educational needs of vulnerable and disadvantaged children and youth
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globally. The project utilizes artistic and ESL/EFL teaching skills, both of which are
useful tools for supporting youth resilience, socio-cultural needs, and future economic
capacity. It is the intent of this research to provide a universally applicable English
language learner and visual arts practices curriculum adapted to meet the needs of
language learner youth in secondary education, geared for youth who are either required
to learn English in their educational setting, or want to learn English, visual art, or both.
The curriculum sensitively addresses the psychosocial needs of students through
expressive and creative projects, simultaneously emphasizing practical skills in English,
art, and visual communication. Students learn English, develop critical skills in visual
thinking, and engage in discussions about visual imagery, including the social and
cultural context of their own artwork. The purpose of the curriculum is to familiarize
students to the various confidence-building and coping mechanisms available in creative
expression and to develop valuable visual and verbal language related life skills,
therefore equipping students with tools to support successful futures.
Theoretical Framework
When developing educational curriculum geared for refugee youth, it’s important
to consider the unique challenges they face. Curriculum should be tailored to meet their
psychosocial needs, but should also be rigorous and immersive so that youth experience
high quality education. Personalized, authentic, hands-on activities that build
confidence, engage, and motivate learners are crucial. For this reason, project based
curricula that integrates visual arts and visual literacy within content area, such as
English, are well suited for refugee education.
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Personalized arts oriented English classes are open-ended in nature because a large
amount of the new language content conveyed by the teacher derives from student
independent and collaborative art projects. Teachers take an unconventional role as
facilitators of learning and guide the learning process rather than dictating it. Teachers
and students work together and build their own programs of learning in an environment
of inquiry (Hough, 1998). The exploratory processes that frame these curricular
structures require the use of an integrated and holistic approach. Project-based learning
(PBL) and content-based instruction (CBI) with an emphasis on participatory
collaboration feature most prominently in a language learning through visual art
practices curriculum. Two important theorists and their ideas underpin these approaches:
The psychologist, Lev Vygotsky and the educational reformer, John Dewey.
Vygotsky is the lead theorist behind social constructivism where linguistic,
psychological, and sociological ideas come together. The importance Vygotsky places
on learners constructing their own representations of reality and formulating meaning,
and his focus on cognitive and social aspects of learning, align with the core structure of
this project’s English/art curriculum (Beliavsky, 2006). The activities in this English/art
curriculum combine linguistic content (English language), psychological qualities
(student self-expressive representations), and sociological aspects (social engagement
through student collaborations and project feedback). The foundations of English/art
project curriculum are social constructivist by nature.
An important concept developed by Vygotsky (1978) is the zone of proximal
development (ZPD) which is the zone (or distance) between the learner’s developmental
stage and the stage the learner will attain through the guidance of an adult or in
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collaboration with peers (p.84). ZPD is the basis for the theory of scaffolding that is
widely used in both CBI and PBL. With scaffolding, teachers build lessons that begin
with students’ prior knowledge and guide them to new knowledge (Brown, 2007; CelceMurcia, 2001). ZPD and scaffolding are major tenets in art-based project learning of
English language content. Projects are rooted in student expression and the knowledge
they bring to class from their daily lives. New knowledge arises from collaboration and
dialog with other students and through teacher guidance. Moreover, scaffolding occurs
when one creative project transitions to another. Each new creative project builds on the
knowledge learned from the previous creative project.
Vygotsky ideas are influential, but so are Dewey’s educational principles. He said
that instruction begins with the experiences of learners, and these experiences are used
as the starting point for all future learning (Dewey, 1998). Most significantly, he
introduced the concept of “learning by doing” which is the main precept in project-based
learning (PBL). By learning to “do” within a particular content area, students also learn
“about” the content area, and the related language (Celce-Murcia, 2001). In this way,
PBL creates a bridge between language study and use (Larsen-Freeman & Anderson,
2011). Content-based instruction and project based “doing” are interlinked. The power
of English/art project curriculum is that content is derived not just from the subjects of
English and visual art, but also from the subjects found in the drawings and paintings
made by students (Dewey, 1998; Goldblatt, 2006).
Many studies have pointed to the efficacy and strength of CBI and PBL and the
theories that frame them. For instance, McGinnis (2009) conducted a study with children
of migrant workers and found that student-directed projects where students chose their
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subject of interest were a source of motivation in learning. She also discovered that the
collaborative aspect of projects created a system of support for students with less
English language ability. This is ZPD in action. Studies have also shown that project
based classes, where investigation is a key factor, result in higher achievement for
students as compared to more conventional classes (Blumenfeld, Soloway, Marx,
Krajcik, Guzdial, & Palincsar, 1991). These studies reflect the strength of project-based
learning situated in Vygotsky’s concept of ZPD and Dewey’s theory of learning by
doing.
The principles, concepts and theories of Vygotsky and Dewey are similar. Both
theorists believed educational practices should be learner-centered, relevant, social, and
based in real-life experiences. These principles, concepts, and theories have an explicit
relationship with the foundational underpinnings of the project, English Language
Learning through Visual Arts Practices: A Curriculum for Conflict-affected Youth in
Secondary Education, that aims is to provide a quality educational framework and
learning environment that is supportive of youth experiences and academic aspirations.
The curriculum is Vygoskyian in that it allows students to create their own
representations and formulate meaning. The curriculum also directly reflects Dewey’s
theory since learning by doing is its central feature. Project based learning and contentbased learning, and the theoretical thinking behind them are inseparable to this artsintegrated English curriculum.
Significance of the Project
Conflict-affected youth experience many educational obstacles. Many don’t have
access to education. If education is available, it is often substandard due to insufficient
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resources, an absence of trained teachers, and inadequate curriculum. Furthermore, young
people displaced by conflict may have to learn in a language unfamiliar to them (Arabaci,
Basar, Akan, & Suleyman, 2014; Davies & Talbot, 2008; Dryden-Peterson, 2011;
Petersen, 2013; Wachob & Williams, 2010). This project is significant in that it provides
an arts-integrated English language learner curriculum that is high quality and engaging,
supportive of students’ own learning goals, practical to implement, and easy to evaluate
in regards to student outcomes via student-produced projects. Language, arts, and visual
communication are learned concurrently and taught using a holistic approach, which is
helpful for learners, particularly high-risk and vulnerable youth.
There are many benefits to learning art, visual communication, and English, and
learning these subjects in conjunction. Training in visual arts and visual communication
has multiple purposes. First, students acquire knowledge through hands-on activities that
pertains to many career fields, such as graphic design, photojournalism, illustration, and
advertising, to name a few (Barnes, 2011). Students become verbally and visually literate
by synthesizing, interpreting, and analyzing imagery while forming appreciation and
understanding of layered meaning (Ajayi, 2009). This practice develops critical thinking
and problem-solving skills (Ajayi, 2009), both on an individual level and a group level,
within independent and collaborative art projects. Such facilities are linked to innovation,
which is highly sought-after in many career fields. (Cowan and Albers, 2006).
Additionally, visual literacy is useful in today’s media driven world, both as creators and
consumers of visual information (Hansen, 2012; McGinnis, 2007).
Most significantly, training in visual arts promotes well-being, resilience, and
confidence that can impact young peoples lives in and out of school (Catterall, Dumais,
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& Thompson, 2012). Personalized self-expressive creative work is grounding. The
general well being students experience in these practices elevates students’ engagement
and motivation in learning which has been observed to transfer to other content areas,
including language learning (Cowan & Albers, 2006; Gregoire & Lupinetti, 2005).
Integrating the arts and visual communication into English learner classrooms can
be can be helpful to both teachers and learners in many ways. For instance, art’s
compatibly with most subjects allows for an easy integration of other content areas
(McGinnis, 2007). This flexibility allows for flexibility in lesson planning and also
activates self-direction in students who are encouraged to incorporate personalized
subject matter into their creative projects (McGinnis, 2007). Arts-integrated English
lessons also provide English language learners a visual, nonverbal form of
communication that supports them while they acquire proficiency in English (LarsenFreeman & Anderson, 2011). This lowers learner anxiety (Larsen-Freeman & Anderson,
2011). Furthermore, the experiential characteristics of art making give students a concrete
place to use and remember new language (Gregoire & Lupinetti, 2005). Tomlinson
(2010), an ESL teacher of 40 years, thinks learners need to feel and experience language
in order to acquire it. He emphasizes the importance of aesthetic learning for this
purpose, which helps activate emotive responses and an English “inner voice” in learners.
Using arts to teach and learn language has been shown to be very useful.
English as an educational content area is invaluable in itself, especially for conflictaffected youth because it can help them confront many of the disadvantages they face and
open up opportunities. There are numerous practical benefits for knowing English since
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people are becoming more globally interconnected and using English to communicate for
many different purposes.
English is one of the most powerful tools for any young person to have. Student
access to higher education is becoming increasingly dependent on English proficiency as
more and more universities and colleges are teaching in English globally (Morgan &
Carey, 2009). The EF English Proficiency Index (n.d.), an online survey test, has
provided further evidence for the importance of English by showing a correlation
between high English (EFL) proficiency with high Gross National Income per capita and
ease of doing business. This suggests English proficiency is becoming more important in
accessing jobs, especially those where contact with internationals is frequent.
Additionally, English can empower youth in both refugee transitional settings and
post-conflict reconstruction of their homelands because, as English speakers, they can
provide a communication bridge between international and local stakeholders, and have
more influence in decision-making (Wright & Plasterer, 2012). According to Davies &
Talbot (2008):
acquisition of skills is vital - not necessarily vocational skills directly but definitely
those that provide an entry into jobs and an entry into the world of those who are
making decisions about peoples’ lives. The importance of functional literacy is
confirmed as part of the entry procedure. (p.513)
Youth need a voice not just within localized communities using local languages but also
within a broader, global context using English, the world’s current lingua franca.
English language skills are not only valuable in post-conflict environments, but are
also valuable for resettlement in English speaking countries. Knowing the dominant
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language of a country is crucial for acculturation, accessing education, and employment
(Dooley, 2009; European Council on Refugees and Exiles, 2006; National Child
Traumatic Stress Network, 2003; Yasuko & Varghese, 2010). English has become an
invaluable skill in almost every context around the globe.
The English curriculum of this project has been developed in response to the global
demand for English, but considers the identity of the learner as paramount. While the
intention of this project is to address the needs of conflict-affected youth, its curriculum
is universally applicable. Teachers can use it for literacy development with any group of
students and in any context. Teachers need to consider the quality of the education they
are delivering. Curriculum that accesses students’ visual thinking and improves visual
literacy can enhance the teaching and learning experience. Britsch and other education
specialists see visual thinking at the heart of language learning, not at the ‘periphery’
(Barry & Arnheim as cited in Britsch, 2009). This project’s art-integrated languagelearning modules can easily be incorporated into any teacher’s lesson plans, even in
linguistically and culturally diverse classrooms, like in the case of American schools, as it
provides an easy way for teachers to engage and motivate all students in visual and verbal
literacy. Murphy (2014) states that “ultimately, it is the responsibility of educators to
challenge young people to wonder about the world—to spark the curiosity that will drive
students to continue their learning journeys” (p.101). This project’s curriculum addresses
this responsibility. An English, arts, and visual communications learning experience
develops skills and abilities that reinforce each other and reinforce the strengths of young
people while helping them navigate within the increasing complexity of our world.
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Definition of Terms

holistic education:

a humanistic education philosophy that is conscientious of the
identities of learners and the community they belong. The focus
is on experiential learning in healthy learning environments.

international institution:

is a organization that operates internationally 1) international
nongovernmental organizations (INGOs): nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs): e.g. nonprofits like the Red Cross 2)
intergovernmental organizations (IGOs): these are organizations
made up of sovereign countries: e.g. the United Nations (UN),
the European Union (EU), and the World Trade Organization
(WTO).

visual communication:

communication of ideas and information through visual means.

visual literacy:

the ability to read, decode, and interpret visual statements, the
ability to think visually, and the ability to write, encode, and
create visual statements
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Overview
Millions of people live transitionally as refugees, hoping to someday return home,
or build their lives in new places. Unfortunately refugees can live in transition in camps
or host cities for decades making it difficult to meet basic needs, including educational
needs. Even when refugees are resettled in Western nations, they still face incredible
difficulties and have to overcome many disadvantages (Arabaci et. al, 2014; Davis &
Taylor, 2013; Dryden-Peterson, 2011; Dryden-Peterson, 2006; European Council on
Refugees and Exiles, 2006; Milner & Loescher, 2011; The National Child Traumatic
Stress Network, 2003; Petersen, 2013; Wachob &Williams, 2010; Waters & LeBlanc,
2005; Wright & Plasterer, 2012; Zeus, 2009).
Because this field project addresses the problem of refugee education by presenting
a curriculum using visual arts to learn and teach English as a second or foreign
language, this literature review looks at available research on three related topics: 1)
conflict, youth, and education, 2) conflict, youth, and English language literacy, and (3)
multimodal English language learning and literacy development.
Conflict, Youth, and Education
The relationship of conflict and youth education is complicated because the
individual successes of students are layered with political, social, and economic
implications on a wider scale. Researchers indicate that this relationship is made more
complex by the tensions between the differing interests and needs of the people
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displaced by conflict, the countries hosting them, and international institutions giving
aide. However, there is general agreement that quality education helps deter conflict and
helps communities affected by conflict establish peace and stability (Arabaci et. al,
2014; Wachob &Williams, 2010; Waters & LeBlanc, 2005; Wright & Plasterer, 2012;
Zeus, 2009). For these reasons many international organizations often develop and
implement special curriculum and projects focused on peace-building, conflictresolution, civic engagement, well-being, and resilience for conflict-affected youth.
While these programs are usually implemented on a short term basis, and do not tackle
the larger issue of developing sustainable quality education, they do provide educational
models that could be integrated long-term into any educational setting serving students
affected by conflict. This is true in settings within host countries, or countries and
regions transitioning from war.
What follows is a description and analysis of five educational program research
studies designed to address the particular needs of conflict-affected youth and
communities, and evaluate the outcomes. The first two focus primarily on the
psychosocial well-being of conflict-affected youth using therapeutic methods, while the
last three address well-being by engaging youth in more self-directed creative processes.
It is well known that conflict causes psychosocial problems that negatively affect
youth and children’s ability to focus and learn in educational settings (National Child
Traumatic Stress Network, 2003). Some classroom-based interventions have been
developed to try and mitigate psychosocial problems and improve the well-being and
resilience of children, youth, and the broader community. Jordans, Komproe, Tol, Khort,
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Luitel, Macy, and Jong (2010) conducted a classroom-based interventions study in
conflict-affected rural Nepal.
As stated by Jordans et al. (2010), classroom-based intervention is a procedure
based in experiential therapy, cooperative play, creative expression, and cognitive
behavioral therapy. The researchers explain classroom-based interventions (CBI) in the
following way:
CBI uses techniques such as psycho-education, socio-drama, movement/dance,
group cohesion activities, stress inoculation techniques and trauma processing
through (voluntary) narrative exposure through drawings. CBI’s core objectives are
to (1) reduce psychosocial problems and risk of mal-adaptation and (2) facilitate
resilience and empowerment through enhancing coping, prosocial behavior and
hope (p.820).
The classroom-based intervention also included a program to help strengthen the
community through parental support groups, psycho-education, and recreational
activities (Jordans et al., 2010).
To evaluate the effectiveness of classroom-based interventions, Jordans, Komproe,
Tol, Khort, Luitel, Macy, and Jong (2010) conducted a cluster randomized control trial.
In this study, two schools from four districts in Nepal were randomly selected to either
receive the classroom-based intervention or act as a control group. In these schools,
children in grades six, seven, and eight were screened using the Child Psychosocial
Distress Screener for general psychosocial distress. 325 of 1188 students met the criteria
during screening. 164 students received the classroom-based intervention and 161
students acted as the control group. Further pre-tests and verbal questionnaires were
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conducted during interviews to collect data on levels of anxiety, post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), aggression, depression, prosocial tendencies, well-being, resilience,
and hope. Children with severe psychiatric symptoms were not part of the study. These
and other non-participating students received different in-class specialized lessons to
remove stigma from all parties.
After a 5-week, 15-session (60 minutes per session) classroom-based intervention
conducted by trained specialists under the supervision of an experienced counselor, the
students in this intervention and the control group were again evaluated on their
psychosocial health using the same measurement instruments. The researchers found
that when compared to the control group, students who received classroom-based
intervention experienced psychosocial benefits; For instance, girls increased in prosocial
behavior, and test results with boys showed a moderate reduction in psychosocial
behavioral problems (e.g. hyperactivity, peer issues, and emotional problems). Older
children experienced a greater sense of hope.
However, the study did not have benefits in reducing psychiatric symptoms
stemming from PTSD, anxiety, and depression. Furthermore, long-term health benefits
for participants were not evaluated, so it is unclear if the benefits are only temporary.
Jordans and his research team think the positive findings from this and other studies
provide support for the use of classroom-based interventions as part of a larger public
health framework for at-risk populations that would include separate targeted care for
symptomatic psychiatric issues.
Another classroom-based intervention study was conducted in post-conflict Uganda
by Ager, Akesson, Stark, Flouri, Okot, McCollister, and Boothby (2011) and set out to
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evaluate the efficacy of a classroom-based intervention designed for refugee and
displaced youth. The intervention was a 12- month school-based psychosocial activities
program using drama, music, movement, visual art, and civic engagement activities to
build youth resilience and well- being. Ager et.al used a participatory research method
where students, parents, and teachers formed a focus group to define and determine
youth well-being and resiliency using six indicators. These three groups were then asked
to evaluate youth well-being and resiliency using a unique kinesthetic and visual
measurement method. As part of this participatory approach, seven Ugandan researchers
were trained to interview and collect data.
203 children from 21 schools participated in the program, while another 200
students in different schools acted as a control group. Students were 7-12 years of age.
Local teachers were trained in the program and integrated the 15-session program in their
classes. After 12 months, using the same participatory method and measurement
instrument, students’ well-being and resiliency were once again evaluated. Students in
both groups had higher scale scores of well-being and resiliency, showing reconstruction
of Uganda had an overall healthful effect; students who went through the psychosocial
arts activities program had only moderately higher scores in well-being and resiliency
than the control group.
Despite the community inclusiveness and the modest results of the study, some
problems in research methods occurred. For instance, there was no monitoring during the
12 months to see if teachers were actually doing the activities in class. In addition, the
teachers who were part of the focus group in the beginning were not the same teachers
who performed the final evaluations. Furthermore, Ager et al. could have bolstered the
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participatory strengths of their research by including testimonials from students, teachers,
family, and community members in research results.
The strengths of the above classroom-based intervention studies point to the value
of addressing youth and community well-being during and after conflict, and using youth
expression and creative processes such as student drawings to meet those ends. In this
respect, some of the practices used in classroom-based interventions are similar to this
project’s arts-integrated English curriculum. Though this English/art project addresses the
psychosocial affects of conflict less explicitly than the two classroom-based interventions
presented here, creative processes involving drawing and painting that build confidence
and well-being are integral to the curriculum. For English language learners, visual
creativity has the added effect of providing a scaffold as they develop new language
(Larsen-Freeman, & Anderson, 2011). Because the curriculum is concerned with
language acquisition, a useful and practical life-long skill, it has more long-term
applications than classroom-based interventions. Ideally the project will follow the
community-based participatory model where students, teachers, and communities define
student needs and evaluate student outcomes, as outlined by Ager et al. (2011), while also
being rigorous and well-evaluated following the model outlined by Jordans et al. (2010).
While the Ugandan and Nepali educational interventions were interested in supporting
the health of single communities affected by conflict, some educational programs attempt
to bridge the divide between two opposing communities in post-conflict regions. In
projects like these, there is a significant focus on peace-building and conflict resolution.
This next study falls under this category.
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Darvin (2009) conducted a qualitative study evaluating the effectiveness of a
summer camp bookmaking project for Serbian and Bosnian girls run by the Global
Children’s Organization. The purpose of the camp was to bring Serb, Croat, and Bosnian
children together to dispel fears, bring understanding, and build friendships across ethnic
and religious barriers.
In the bookmaking project, older children (16 girls) wrote and illustrated their own
books based in peace, nature, and friendship related themes. After they produced the
book, they read and discussed their stories with younger girls and boys in the camp. This
“literacy event” provided children space to express themselves, interact socially, and
collaborate. For instance, children helped each other with drawings that depicted their
feelings about war and religious segregation, as well as peace, friendship, and religious
harmony. Darvin explains that the goal was to have children come together “to celebrate
thoughts, hopes, and dreams for their futures and the future of Bosnia” through creative
processes involving writing, reading, listening, and speaking (p.4).
Darvin conducted action research and ethnography. She acknowledges the weakness
in her methods stemming from language and cultural barriers, the shortness of
observational time (under a month), and the absence of student and counselor interviews
at the end of the project. However, because she had made significant observations she
was able to conclude that the bookmaking project was successful in providing a space for
children to engage and interact with each other, and develop connections across ethnic
and religious lines.
This bookmaking project highlights the possibilities of using creative youth literacy
projects to build friendships and understanding in conflict situations. For this reason, it
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informs this English through art project. The curriculum of this project also uses themes
as the underlying structure in creative projects. The main difference between the two is
that this English/art project integrates English language learning with art by having
students express feelings and ideas using imagery and English text. Both projects share
the idea that when youth are allowed to express themselves, it builds understanding
within their peer group and their community, and also helps them understand themselves.
The following study also uses a theme-based approach to engage conflict-affected
youth in creative processes. Green and Kloos (2009) conducted participatory action
research during a lull in the civil war in Uganda with 12 secondary school students to
evaluate the usefulness of Photovoice as a creative outlet for youth to directly address
important issues and engage community. Green and Kloos chose Photovoice as a method
because it is based in grounded inquiry, social action, and critical ethnography and is seen
as a way to empower marginalized people by helping them create personal and
“collective narratives.” These narratives are meant to give them a dialogic voice with
institutions, governments, and policy makers whom have a direct impact on their lives.
Green and Kloos chose a camp location to conduct research that typified the
conditions of internally displaced people in Northern Uganda. Some people were living
in the camp, and some had recently resettled back in their villages surrounding the camp.
They chose three secondary schools associated with the camp to participate in the
research: the first school represented displaced youth in the camp, the second school
represented youth indigenous to the camp, and the third school was outside the camp and
represented resettled youth. In this region most secondary school students were male, as
less than one percent of female youth attend.
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As part of the pre-research period, Green and Kloos had a 7th grade English teacher
from the United States teach English, creative writing, and an introduction to
photography class in the three secondary schools with 125 students, ages 12-16, for four
weeks. This was done to get to know the schools and build trust, assess students, and
provide a learning experience for a larger number of students than could participate in the
six week Photovoice research. After the four weeks, six boys and six girls out of 125
students were randomly selected to participate in the Photovoice research project.
Students were supplied point-and-shoot digital cameras that they used on two photo
outings per week in the company of a local teacher. This teacher was also hired as the
researchers’ interpreter. Of interest were the themes of the weekly photo assignments
given to students:
Week 1: Tell a story about what it is like to be a student at your school.
Week 2: Experiment with the camera; try new angles, heights, and distances
Week 3: Tell a story about what it’s like to be a member of your [camp] community
Week 4: Tell a story about what it’s like to be a member of your household
Week 5: What is your village like?
Week 6: Tell a story about what it’s like to go back to school (p.467).
One researcher, the local teacher-interpreter and students met every week to look at
student photos and, discuss their aesthetic quality, and how the images reflect the
community’s strengths and weaknesses. At the end of the fieldwork, students wrote
individual reflections about what their photos say about the community. Recorded
discussions, student photos and writing served as data. Resulting data was used as a tool
to advocate for student needs to the wider community.
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Green and Kloos (2009) analyzed the results of the research to determine the
efficacy of Photovoice as a process for engaging youth and voicing community needs to
policymakers in a setting involving displaced people. They found that the process helped
youth develop visual skills and see themselves and their world differently. Photovoice
also gave students experience in photographic processes (at which they excelled), and an
understanding about the capabilities of photography to act as evidence. They found,
however, that the cultural gap between the Western co-facilitator and students, and
students’ unfamiliarity with open-ended discussions in instructional settings, limited the
depth of discussions. They concluded that the process of reflection and discussion of
imagery would have been stronger if this process was modeled for students in the
beginning of the six weeks. Also, they concluded that Western-facilitators should
undergo cultural training before conducting participatory research with other
communities to limit misunderstandings.
Green and Kloos (2009) also came to see that not involving policy makers through
out the process limited the project’s resulting impact. Tied to this is the need to alter the
Photovoice method from a 3-step process of photographing, reflection/discussion, and
outreach, to one where “natural channels for students to pursue social change” are
embedded through out the process (p.478). This would strengthen student fieldwork,
engage them in more fruitful advocacy work, and activate the participation of community
members and policy makers.
Green and Kloos (2009) see Photovoice as a “refreshing change” from research
carried out by outside experts in contexts of war and displacement where data collection,
analysis, and reportage is based on a “deficit model.” Photovoice follows a “well-being
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framework” that focuses on community resilience and potential strengths, and relies on
data collected by local participants using creative processes (p.477).
The “well-being framework” of Photovoice has greatly influenced the direction of
this English through art curriculum project. This framework provides pathways for youth
to engage their communities and the wider world. This experience can help youth see the
potential benefits of civic engagement for themselves and the wider community.
However, the foundations of educational frameworks first and foremost should be
structured on the students’ educational goals. Educators need to keep in mind that
because of psychosocial trauma, it is best for youth affected by conflict to decide if they
want to focus on problems and issues in their creative projects rather than educators
deciding for them. Rather than being prescriptive, the English/art curriculum of this
project aims to provide youth creative options and flexibility within general project
themes.
Another participatory action research project designed for conflict-affected youth
was conducted by Hammad and Bakri (2007). The main focus of the project was civic
engagement, well-being, and resilience. Hammad and Bakri qualitatively evaluated the
experiences and viewpoints of eight volunteer teaching coaches in Palestine working in
an informal educational program called Popular Achievement (PA). In 2002, the Quaker
Palestine Youth Program began training local Palestinians as coaches in PA, an
educational approach influenced by Dewey’s Experiential Learning Theory (Dewey as
cited in Hammad & Bakri, 2007).
The PA process has four stages: 1) recruiting and training coaches, 2) building the
youth team and planning a project, 3) doing the project, and 4) an end celebration. After a
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coach is trained, he/she meets with a small group of 12-18 youth between 14- 17 years
old for two to three hours per week over a six to seven month period. The groups meet in
different places of their choosing. These places are seen as “free spaces” (Hammad &
Bakri, 2007, p. 36). Initially the coach initiates games and role-play that instigate group
discussions related to difficult concepts and problems in the community. The coach then
oversees civic engagement projects that are chosen and performed by the group based on
some issue that interests them. The youth group must engage with others in the
community to complete the project. Creating a library, bus stops, raising awareness about
domestic violence or family planning, visiting homes for the elderly or cleaning up a
neighborhood are some examples of PA projects. The projects are meant to give youth
experience in community leadership, community building, and collaboration.
Hammad and Bakri (2007) interviewed eight coaches who had worked in Bethlehem
and Jenin and inquired about their experiences and perspectives about “how they were
affected or changed by [the experience]” (p.34). They also used secondary source data
from 2003 program reports as part of their research, which included “a mid-cycle
qualitative evaluation” conducted by Schaefer-Davis (cited in Hammad & Bakri, 2007,
p.34). Schaefer-Davis interviewed youth, coaches, and focus groups with parents and
community members in three PA sites in the West Bank.
Hammad and Bakri present their findings with quotes from coaches reflective of
student and coach experiences. One coach talks about the students, “I felt their selfconfidence has increased and they are more courageous now… They used to be shy and
not talk at all. Now they are ready to talk to everyone about their community project”
(Hammad & Bakri, 2007, p.41). This quote shows how PA benefited the youth.
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Some quotes show how PA benefited the coaches. For example, another coach talks
about the self-confidence she developed in the program. The coach states the following:
This [PA] made me feel that I exist. I am not on the margin and insignificant. I am a
member of a group and I have something to contribute to this group…here we are all
together, we have a ‘being” for us as individuals and members of a group. We feel
important, and I’m important. …I feel this project helped me realize some of my
ambitions of becoming someone effective in society (p.40).
Hammad and Bakri said that the most significant finding they found across the research
was that coaches develop feelings of “competence, confidence, and a more proactive
responsible sense of self” as a result of participating in PA (p.39).
The findings of this study show how socially-engaged projects have the potential to
support youth personally and as a group. They can be powerful tools to support
communities transitioning from conflict as long as they focus on community growth and
well-being. These findings inspired the development of this English/art curriculum
which features collaborative socially engaged creative projects. Socially engaged
creative projects can include a civic engagement element or they can simply be a means
for youth to share personal creative works with communities. This English/art
curriculum aims to provide both options to students.
This section of research focused on various educational programs that were
designed to support the well-being and resilience of conflict-affected youth by engaging
them in culturally relevant and personalized creative processes. Some of the programs
focused more explicitly on psychosocial learning, while others did so more implicitly
through youth self-expression and civic engagement activities. While none of the
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programs evaluated in this section have a language-learning component, the approaches
outlined in these five studies are valuable in teaching and learning language.
Conflict, Youth, and English Language Literacy
As the previous section noted, there is a considerable lack of research evaluating
students’ educational outcomes in areas affected by conflict. Research that does focus on
learner outcomes tends to evaluate short-term educational interventions conducted by
outside agencies. Therefore, it is not surprising that there is a lack of research specific to
the topic of English language education for conflict-affected people, even though
English is often chosen as the language of instruction by or, for groups affected by
conflict due to its perceived neutrality and high status as a lingua franca (Wachob &
Williams, 2010). English as a skill is often seen as being capable of giving conflictaffected people access to higher education, job opportunities, support when seeking
asylum, and preparedness in resettlement processes. Furthermore, English is often seen
as important in peace-building and post-conflict reconstruction processes because it
provides a way to communicate with internationals (Davies & Talbot, 2008; Nelson &
Appleby, 2014; Wachob & Williams, 2010; Wright & Plasterer, 2012). Nevertheless, the
way it is implemented in educational systems and how this affects students’ learning is
relatively unevaluated.
What follows is an evaluation of five studies that reflect upon refugees’ English
language learning experiences. Two of the research studies look at what can occur when
English is taught in educational systems in regions of conflict. They don’t directly
evaluate learner outcomes, but instead provide a picture of the complexities and issues
surrounding language choice, so as to better understand how one might address the
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pedagogical issues of English language instruction in areas of conflict. The research
available that does evaluate learner needs and learner outcomes in English language
learner classrooms has been conducted with refugees who have been resettled in native
English speaking countries. Three studies in this section are research of this nature. This
collection of five studies offers an opportunity to reflect on refugee experiences from
different vantage points.
This first study addresses the relationship of English language education and
conflict and how pedagogical approaches can help or hinder re-building and
reconstruction. Appleby (2005) performed an ethnographic qualitative research study to
learn the perspectives of East Timorese university students and Australian English
teachers about the role of English in East Timor as it transitioned from colonialism to
independence. She analyzed data from two sources: the journal responses of three East
Timorese university students who she had taught English for two months in 2002, and
the email and interview responses from five teachers residing in Australia who had also
taught English in East Timor during the 2000-2002 transitional period. In this period,
East Timor was under the administration of the United Nations while it transitioned
from a post-conflict territory of Indonesia to an independent nation. Besides U.N.
workers, East Timor experienced a flood of international aide organizations and
expatriate businesses.
Appleby discovered that both East Timorese students and Australian teachers had
high expectations for the role of English in East Timor and believed it would bring
economic and political advantages, and help connect East Timor to the wider world.
Appleby and others (Toh, 2003; Kachru, 1996; Phillipson,1992 as cited in Appleby,
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2005) see the expectations of English as being inflated by the influence of the relatively
wealthy expatriate community who work in transitional settings globally. One teacher
who had worked in East Timor acknowledges this by saying, “students wanted
scholarships to study in Australia or a job with the U.N. Though they were well below
being able to do those things, they saw English as a connection with the wider world”
(Appleby, 2005, p.7). Expatriate groups brought in English as the instrumental language
and English quickly became associated with political and economic opportunity, and
global connection, all things young Timorese aspired to have. Therefore, in response,
there was a high demand for English and English teachers by East Timorese students.
Besides student and teacher views on the role of English in East Timor, Appleby
was interested in learning the different approaches teachers took in teaching English and
if the approaches impeded or helped East Timorese in their goals for economic and
political independence. She found that some teachers didn’t bother to integrate local
culture and local needs in their teaching, and instead devalued local knowledge by
imposing an outside system. Appleby explains:
[one teacher’s] approach to structuring lessons involved cutting ties with what she
perceived as the negative influences and effects of a local context, in favor of
introducing an imported package of methods and content that bore little relation to
local conditions (p.9).
Appleby (2005) views this approach as “[at risk of] reproducing the colonial relations
that East Timor had resisted in its fight for independence” instead of providing
opportunities for local empowerment (p.11).
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Appleby (2005) also gives a counter example of a teacher whose teaching approach
used “local context as a starting point for language and learning” (p.10). This teacher
would help East Timorese students engage with the expatriate community during the
transitional period. For instance, she took students to interview officials of international
agencies who were responsible for hiring locals in reconstruction projects. She acted as
an intermediary for her East Timorese students who would otherwise not know how to
access these agencies. Appleby points out that efforts like these helped facilitate East
Timorese empowerment in the independence process. She concludes that the approach
of this teacher, an approach that uses English language learning to critically engage the
world outside the classroom, is valuable in countries transitioning from conflict.
The English through visual arts practices curriculum of this project is responsive to
studies like Appleby’s. It is important that researchers continue to conduct studies like
this one to remind educators to be open and responsive to student needs and local
contexts, especially when working with conflict-affected people.
Dryden-Peterson (2006) also talks about the experiences of English language
learners in the context of conflict; however, unlike Appleby’s study where students
made a choice to study English in post-conflict reconstruction of their home country,
Dryden-Peterson focuses on a situation where English was imposed on refugee students
as a result of the language policy of the host country.
In most situations involving refugee populations, the philosophies and policies of
United Nations High Commission for Refugees have an impact on how refugees are
educated. As stated by Dryden-Peterson (2006), the Commission wants to promote both
the current and future livelihoods of refugees and believes education should face “both
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ways,” where children and youth are either educated in the language of the host country
with special classes in their home languages, or educated in their home languages with
special classes in the language of the host country. However, when refugees are
integrated in classrooms with local students in host countries, governments are usually
in favor of refugee populations following their standards, curriculum, and language of
instruction.
Language of instruction plays a critical role in the experiences of refugee children,
youth, their families, and teachers who are often trying to navigate an educational system
using a language they don’t understand; this is true in the case of Congolese refugees in
Uganda who have to study in English starting in the 4th grade even though, in Congo,
students are educated in French.
Dryden-Peterson (2006) conducted a mixed method three-year longitudinal study
investigating the experiences of Congolese refugees in the Ugandan educational system
in order to discover what language policy was most suitable for these students and for
refugee students in general on a global scale. She gathered data mostly through
interviews and observations with 18 students, their families, teachers, and education
officials and community leaders. Based on the data Dryden-Peterson (2006) collected she
wanted to answer the question, “how might schools promote both current and future
livelihoods?” (p 86).
Dryden-Peterson randomly selected 18, 4th and 5th grade, primary school students
(eight refugees and ten nationals) from two schools and conducted yearly interviews.
These students also partook in “check in" exercises every four months. In addition to
these student interviews, Dryden-Peterson observed five lessons by eight teachers in each
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year of the study during unannounced visits to classrooms. She also conducted yearly
interviews with the teachers of her student participants. Additionally, she conducted two
weeks of participant observations in one of the schools every year, over three years.
Interviews and field notes were transcribed and coded. Lastly, a cross-sectional
household survey of each participant provided quantitative data of economic well-being
and educational opportunity.
Dryden-Peterson learned that students, family members, and teachers found that
language differences presented significant challenges in teaching and learning. Ugandan
teachers said they often relied on the local dialect for instruction, even though Congolese
students didn’t understand. Congolese teachers in the school system showed concern for
Congolese students because they weren’t learning in their own languages. Furthermore,
Congolese refugee students learning in Uganda were placed in grades much lower than
their age group so that they could acquire basic English skills. Nevertheless, the
Congolese students and their families remained bewildered as to why they could not be
formally taught English in a successful manner. One parent Dryden-Peterson interviewed
expresses this concern:
I see every day that my son’s teacher has written ‘good, very good, excellent’ in his
exercise book. But when I ask my child to read [to] me what is in his book and he
cannot do it…why are there such remarks in the book when the pupil does not even
know what he is doing? (p. 89).
Some expressed concern that when the time comes for Congolese students to return to
Congo, their Ugandan education might be useless, and they might be held back again.
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These problems negatively affect student self-confidence, create an achievement gap
between Ugandan and Congolese students, and cause frustration, disappointment, and
concern among students and their families about present educational experiences and
how these experiences will affect their futures. However, students participating in the
study almost universally agreed that they wanted to learn English because they believed it
was important to their present life in Uganda and important to their futures in Congo.
Dryden-Peterson’s (2006) conclusion was that from the perspective of the
Congolese in Uganda, education “may not be facing both ways; it may not be facing
either the present or the future at all” (p.90). She believes that the solution to problems of
this nature globally is to teach students in a single language only. This means making a
clear decision on whether students will learn in their home language or in the language of
instruction of the host country. In the case of Congolese in Uganda, she believes students
should learn in Uganda’s language of instruction (English) since students are integrated
in local classrooms.
Dryden-Peterson (2006) recommends that rather than holding Congolese students
back in classes lower than their grade level, an intensive language immersion program for
new arrivals should be implemented in Uganda so that Congolese refugees can catch up
with their peers. She sees intensive language immersion programs as a solution to refugee
language of instruction issues world-wide.
While immersion programs may be a new idea for ‘developing’ nations, it is a
common solution for language of instruction issues for refugees resettled in ‘developed’
nations. While this recommendation is sound, it does not adequately address the issue of
quality in education. Most of the examples Dryden-Peterson provides in her fieldwork
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reflect not just issues of language policy, but also problems with the quality of language
instruction. For instance, one field observation sample Dryden-Peterson uses to
exemplify the language of instruction issue actually demonstrates the problem of teachers
relying on grammar translation methods in a multilingual setting. In the case in Uganda,
realia, imagery, and kinesthetic learning could better support student learning, and solve
some of the issues around language of instruction. Issues of quality should be addressed
through teacher training (e.g. language teaching methodologies and practices) and welldesigned curriculum. If language instruction and learning was of quality, educational
systems serving refugees may actually be able to “face both ways” successfully.
While the quality curriculum of this English/art field project is not meant to solve all
the problems facing refugee language learners, it can provide learners an important
support in their language learning process. It is suitable for immersion programs and
interventions, and mainstream classes. It tackles language learner issues through
authentic processes using imagery presented by teachers and produced by students to
build language. Image-based learning is useful in language learning and acquisition and
combats the reliance on grammar translation. It is also useful in supporting youth
connection with home cultures and home languages because visual art practices
inherently provide that connection.
Dryden-Peterson (2006) recommends intensive language interventions for refugee
students who must learn a new language of instruction. Cranitch (2010) conducted a
mixed-method research study in Sydney, Australia evaluating the processes and
outcomes of an intensive English language program for 11 resettled African refugees in
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primary school. In line with Dryden-Peterson’s recommendation, the results of Cranitch’s
study provide significant support for intensive immersion interventions.
Cranitch explains how, in Australia, resettled primary school age refugee children
from Africa would receive very little “arrival support” and would be placed directly into
mainstream schools under the assumption that the children had already developed
cognitive and literacy skills in their native language. That most of these resettled children
had experienced interrupted schooling or no schooling at all was overlooked. As a result,
these children had low levels of English and literacy skills and were not prepared to
transition from primary to secondary school.
To address the issue, a special one-year educational intervention to identify and
target refugee children’s needs through language and literacy development and
psychosocial support was designed for 2007. The 11 conflict-affected “high risk”
Sudanese refugee children selected to attend were aged 12-15. Of the 11 students, six
were female and five were male. Eight of the children were selected from within
Australian primary schools, and three were selected upon arrival to Australia.
To evaluate the program, Cranitch (2010) collected qualitative data on learner needs
and outcomes, and program and teacher instructional strategies through weekly
classroom observations, and teacher and student interviews. ESL Scales levels were used
to analyze student coursework and measure English language development in the
beginning and end of the program in oral, reading, writing, and language (punctuation &
spelling) skills. A quantitative test called the English Language and Literacy Assessment
(ELLA) was given at the end of the program to measure students’ proficiency in reading,
writing, and language. This test was designed for mainstream native speakers, and results
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of the test in this study were compared to the results of native speakers in the same age
group.
During her observations, Cranitch witnessed difficulties arising both from the
unfamiliarity of the school system and from the children’s’ pre-settlement experiences.
To mitigate these problems, classes were small, and a Sudanese classroom aid acted as a
bridge between teachers, students, and family members. Additionally, students received
special counseling and attended a psychosocial program for the treatment of torture and
trauma survivors.
In the mainstream school system children, whether they were refugees or not, were
held accountable to the same academic standards. Cranitch observed, however, that
children with interrupted education and low-literacy levels needed more time to acquire
English, and visual/verbal literacy skills. Students experienced difficulties with skimming
and scanning reading material, making predictions, and understanding content. Cranitch
also learned that children had difficulties in accomplishing age-appropriate cognitive
tasks such as organizing and categorizing, using classroom equipment, problem solving,
and time management.
Physical and behavioral issues resulting from conflict experiences and culture shock
dramatically affected students. Cranitch noticed the children’s inability to stay seated or
stay on task, hyper-vigilance, emotional outbursts, withdrawal, and complaints about
physical ailments. These behaviors were accentuated when class routines were disrupted
by special events, when tasks were open-ended, or cooperative. Students would calm
down when set to tedious tasks such as copying text.
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To support students in cognitive and literacy development, Cranitch (2010) noticed
that teachers worked at a slower pace, continuously “made detours” to fill in gaps, broke
down instructions into “micro skills, “ used explicit modeling, scaffolding, repetition, and
allowed more time for practice (p.260). Moreover, teachers worked to design materials to
support acquisition of grade level –appropriate content at a lower literacy level.
The results of Cranitch’s study show students responded well to the intervention and
made improvements in English, literacy development, and well-being. Children were
seen as being more engaged in literacy learning when multimodal texts were used
regardless of subject matter. In addition, students responded well, and excelled at
listening and oral tasks, especially when in narrative form. They were able to recall
extensive information, a reflection of their oral cultural-backgrounds. Cranitch
discovered that scaffolding successfully helped students understand print and web-based
materials. Students also developed confidence in self-correction, word attack, answering
comprehension questions, and writing for different contexts and purposes.
Further evidence showing the benefits of this intervention came from comparing
pre- and post-test ESL Scales scores. At the start of the intervention, students tested as
post-beginners (level 2-3). In the ESL Scales post-test, four students “exceeded the
targeted outcomes of level 3-4” and received scores of 4-5 (Cranitch, 2010, p.261). Only
one of the 11 students did not show significant progress through the test results. On the
ELLA test, two students tested proficient in reading, writing, and language, one student
tested proficient in reading, and three students tested proficient in writing. The test results
showed that students’ outdid what was expected of them, proving the effectiveness of the
program.
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Cranitch’s findings indicate that rather than putting refugee children directly into
mainstream classes post-resettlement, children need special educational frameworks that
both accommodate students’ cultural knowledge and provide them educational support in
the new culture. According to the study, these special educational frameworks should
provide students an opportunity to develop close relationships with teachers, and teachers
should work at a slower pace with constant scaffolding and repetition within highly
structured lessons, in a safe learning environment. This study suggests these
considerations greatly improve literacy development and language acquisition for
refugees children with interrupted or no schooling.
Findings from this study have been interpreted and integrated into this English/art
project. This English/art curriculum uses students’ lived experiences as a source for
developing learning materials. In addition, like the intervention in Cranitch’s study, the
curriculum engages students through multimodal texts both as presented by the teacher
and developed within student multimodal projects. Moreover, students’ natural learning
pace drives the pace of the class because classroom activities revolve around student
creative processes. While projects are learner-centered, the teacher still provides
significant structure through modeling and guidance. Furthermore, because the
curriculum is project-based there are ample opportunities for repetition and scaffolding,
both of which are highlighted in Cranitch’s study as being essential for refugee learners.
All of these aspects combine to create a safe and supportive learning environment.
As noted in Cranitch’s study, it is important for teachers to integrate students’
cultural identities as a way of supporting literacy development and English language
acquisition in educational programs for “high risk” refugee youth. Nykiel-Herbert (2010)
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conducted a mixed-method study evaluating a similar educational program in an Upstate
New York low- income elementary school. She was interested in seeing if culturally
relevant instruction would help 11 struggling Iraqi refugee ESL students ages 8 through
11, with interrupted learning, improve in English language and literacy skills. NykielHerbert’s (2010) study was based on the premise that “children’s home culture is
indispensible to learning” (p.2).
Like all other ESL students, the Iraqis were pulled out of a mainstream class
everyday for a 50-60 minute ESL lesson. This ESL lesson was insufficient in bringing up
the Iraqi students language skills to match their grade level, making it difficult for them
to participate and learn with their peers within the mainstream class. Instead they were
given busy work that often didn’t serve any meaningful purpose. Furthermore, teachers
were unaware of the cultural differences that effected student engagement such as course
content appropriateness and acceptable physical proximity between genders. As a
consequence to these problems, the Iraqis were making much slower progress as
compared to other ESL students. Over a 12-18 month period most showed very little
academic progress, remained at a Non-Literate level, and were being re-designated into
special education.
As an alternative to the conventional ESL program and this re-designation, NykielHerbert (2010) helped develop a full-time, all-content-area program with a curriculum
and teaching strategy that was considerate of the Iraqi students’ “experiential knowledge
… cultural norms, values, beliefs, and expectations” (p.4). As a “cultural outsider,” the
teacher followed student suggestions on how to create a culturally appropriate learning
experience, which included how to arrange the classroom, and what learning topics,
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materials, and projects were suitable. Narratives became an important part of the
curriculum for a number of reasons; Nykiel-Herbert (2010) saw narrative story-telling as
having the ability to accommodate students when a mismatch between English language
level and “socio-emotional” developmental level exists (p.13). A second reason
narratives were chosen was because they follow the oral traditions of Iraqi culture and
make it easier to create culturally- relevant, personalized, and engaging curricular
materials. Oral narratives were used to further literacy development through listening
comprehension, reading, writing, and grammar activities.
With the assistance of four university students, Nykiel-Herbert taught the program
as a 12-month intervention for the 11 “Non-Literate” level Iraqi refugee students. Her
assistants also helped collect data, which consisted of audio-recordings and transcripts of
class sessions, class and home observations, student story-telling and class work, and preand post- Language Assessment Scales Reading/Writing (LAS R/W) tests. This pre- and
post- test has three scores: Non-Literate, Limited-Literate, and Competent-Literate. With
a Competent-Literate level score, students test out of ESL at their grade level.
The clearest evidence of students’ success in the program was the compared results
of the pre- and post-tests. As previously mentioned, before the 12-month program the
Iraqi students tested Non-Literate, the lowest placement on the test. After the program,
six out of 11 students performed at the Competent-Level, the highest level on test. In
contrast, out of the 77 ESL students at the school who continued with the conventional
ESL lessons where students are pulled out of class, only six performed at the CompetentLevel on the post-test. This group of 77 students included some Limited -Literate Iraqis.
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In this group, if students improved, they moved up just one level, where as the six Iraqi
students in Nyquil-Herbert’s program jumped an entire level.
The positive findings of the study were beyond Nyquil-Herbert’s (2010)
expectations: the Iraqi students “who, in mainstream school culture, stood out for their
deficits, instantly became well-informed experts [and leaders] … where the shared
accumulated capital of their cultural and experiential knowledge became validated as a
foundation for academic learning” (p.4). Students were encouraged to communicate in
Arabic and Kurdish, which prompted them to help each other with school work in a
collaborative fashion paralleling the practices of their home culture. The program helped
students regain strength in their group identity while simultaneously following school
standards and teaching age appropriate concepts and ideas. Nykiel-Herbert (2010) calls
for more studies that evaluate the benefits of “temporary cultural segregation” for
severely low performing English language learners (p.14).
The findings from this study are important to reflect upon when teaching “high risk”
conflict-affected youth. The study emphasizes the significance of integrating students’
culture in language acquisition and literacy development and informs the direction of this
English/art curriculum. Students’ home cultures can be celebrated via teacher
presentations prior to student visual literacy projects to create an inclusive learning
environment. Furthermore, each literacy project promotes student decision-making and
story-telling within student-centered and personalized creative literacy projects. This
visual-based/project-based method of developing curriculum can be applied in both
multicultural and homogenous class settings.
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Both Cranitch’s (2010) and Nyquil-Herbert’s (2010) studies bring attention to the
importance of providing extra support for refugee students with interrupted schooling.
Cranitch discovered that the short-term nature of interventions can negatively affect
students as they transition to mainstream classes because the crucial support students had
received is no longer available. Issues addressed in interventions can remain underlying
problems for students, as was the case with the students in her study. This points to the
need to support refugee youth holistically through all phases of their education, including
college and university.
Hirano (2014) researched the effectiveness of a support system set up for a small
group of refugee college students with histories of interrupted learning. She conducted a
one-year qualitative multiple case study investigating the first year college experiences
of eight young refugees and how educational support affected their learning. These
refugees experienced 2-6 years of interrupted schooling before resettlement in the
United States. All students were accepted to Hope College on full scholarship as a
special case; this occurred because of the determination and persuasiveness of an activist
in the refugee community who worked on the students’ behalf. Hope College provided a
summer bridge program, an introductory noncredit writing course, a writing tutor just
for the eight refugee students, access to a writing center, and help from an academic
support director, among others.
Hirano reviewed refugee student work, observed classrooms, and conducted 75
interviews in total with the eight students and 13 of their teachers. She evaluated how
students performed in speaking and writing, and how well they understood class
assignments. The conclusion was that even though refugee students were not college
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ready in the traditional sense, with proper supports like what was available to them at
Hope College, refugee students could overcome their English language difficulties and
succeed at a college level.
Hirano’s study highlights the importance of finding all possible ways to help
refugee students succeed in their education. It shows that even with interrupted schooling
and language difficulties students can achieve great academic success. This field project
aims to create a supportive, safe, community-oriented learning environment, an
environment that is often exemplified in visual art classrooms. Within this environment,
students develop maturity in both visual and verbal skills, skills that can prepare youth
for college and careers where visual literacy is a valued skill.
The strength of the studies in this section is their capacity to show how crucial it is
to create language-learning curriculum that is culturally relevant and inclusive of
students’ needs. This section of research also shows how important it is to provide
language-learning support at all stages of education for refugee students with histories of
interrupted schooling. Some of the difficulties refugee youth experience educationally
could be avoided if quality education was provided not just in interventions, but also in
mainstream classes, and not just post-resettlement, but also in transitional refugee
situations.
Multimodal English Language Learning and Literacy Development
A prominent theme through out this literature review has been the power of creative
processes and multimodal learning. Visual perceptions are a primary influence from the
time we are born. We first respond to faces before we can understand language. Young
children across cultures make the same marks and draw the same simple pictures
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(Kellogg, 1970). There are also connections between the visual messaging of early
childhood and the first formations of written language (Kellogg, 1970). Moreover,
children’s early mark making is paralleled in the doodling of adults, a preoccupation used
intuitively to focus and open up the mind to greater insights (Cahalan, 2014). Simple
pictorial systems as communication are used everyday as seen in commonplace public
information signs and Internet icons, both of which occur on a global scale (Samoyault,
1997). Barnes (2011) suggests that “a zigzag line can function as an artistic symbol to
represent mountains … or a month-long record of the Dow Jones stock average” (p.244).
Because there is so much interplay between visual codes, we interpret them in social
context (Barnes, 2011). All of this points to the connections between visual perception,
cultural identity, creative imagination, cognitive processing, and visual and verbal
communication.
The innate human quality of visual communication and its cognitive and social
benefits means it can be used as a tool to teach other content areas; this includes teaching
English as a second and foreign language. What follows is a review of five studies that
look at the benefits of arts, especially for supporting student voice, literacy and overall
achievement.
The following research study called Through Students' Eyes" (TSE) project provides
evidence to the benefits of arts for literacy development with high-risk and vulnerable
youth. Zenkov, Harmon, Lier, and Marquez-Zenkov (2007) conducted critical pedagogy
action research based on Photovoice methods. The research involved 31 diverse and low
socioeconomic youth in a mid-western high school, many of whom were nonnative
English speakers. Project activities began as part of a semester-long video production
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high school class, but then continued as an out-of-school activity for the remainder of the
project. The purpose of TSE in this study was to both investigate the benefits multimodal
learning brings to literacy development and to understand the students’ perspective on
teacher “quality” in their school.
Students were given the opportunity to use both photo (visual text) and writing to
portray their lives and to express what they thought were the purposes of school, the
things that support success in school, and those things that don’t. Students met with
professional photographers and project directors (the researchers) two times a week to
choose the best photos. Students then wrote descriptions of the photos. Project findings
were formed from analysis of 100 of 3000 student photos and writing samples using
grounded theory methods. Through analysis, three themes about teacher and adult roles
were discovered. These themes were 1) recognizing urban youths’ realities, 2) engaging
in caring networks, and 3) utilizing students’ social networks. Student work was meant to
inform the educational community on how teachers could alter their views of students
and teaching practices to better meet the needs of high-risk and vulnerable youth.
The researchers found that students were more engaged in writing when there was a
connected visual element, when the topics were personal, and when they had frequent
one on one experiences with writing coaches.
The most impressive aspect of this project was its dual purpose: to empower
students in the learning process and inform schools and community about students’ lives
and perspectives. It is a great example of how a school project can build understanding
between students, teachers, and community. The project, Through Students' Eyes,
provides an excellent model of how to integrate visual and verbal literacy and engage
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community. One of its key strengths was how students’ multimodal projects gave them a
voice and informed their school community on how it could better serve students. It
impacts the direction of this project, which aims to give students a voice through creative
projects that are then used as a communication bridge been youth and the wider
community.
Leigh (2009) was also interested in finding out if art can serve as a “pathway for
literacy,” and conducted a 12-week qualitative study to see how students use sketchbooks
for developing writing. Study participants were 12 self-selected upper division students
attending an arts-integrated Canadian inner-city public high school. Each week Leigh
interviewed students twice in a semi-structured way. During the interviews, students
shared a piece of writing of their choice (school work or something personal) and were
asked about how their sketchbook work influenced their writing.
Through her transcribed interviews and photo documentation of student imagery,
Leigh was able to analyze the sketchbook work as it correlated with writing to look for
patterns of use. She found that sketchbooks helped youth think visually, respond
emotionally, practice drawing and composition skills, experiment, formulate ideas,
imagine and revise their writing, and reinvent ideas for future writing.
Leigh claims that the multimodal characteristics of sketchbooks allow for an easy
transfer of knowledge between visual imagery and written language. Leigh provides
student quotes that support this claim. One student remarked in Leigh’s (2009) study that
“visual arts is…how we should have English, because … when you start writing and it’s
working you stay with it, but if you can’t write it there’s something in your brain that tells
you to visualize it instead, visualize so you can know it” (p.546). Leigh discovered that
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words can help students make images, or imagery can help students discover words. The
overall message from students in Leigh’s (2009) study was that making art in
sketchbooks helped them think of writing in a more creative way; this helped them
“discover a passion for writing” (p.543).
The study would have been stronger if the researcher had collected data from a
larger sample of students who were not “self-selected.” Nevertheless, the findings of
Leigh’s study support arts-integrated curricula and show the value of multiliteracies and
multimodality in thinking and learning. The study aligns with this English through visual
arts project in that the core of the project’s design relies on the use of student sketchbooks
rather than the use of conventional language learner textbooks to teach and learn.
Literacy development using arts is important in many language-learning contexts.
Wooton (2008), the co-founder of the Arts Literacy Project in the Education Department
at Brown University, initiated such a program in Brazil. He brought together twenty-five
teachers and artists from the United States and Brazil to co-teach 180 Brazilian youth in
an English/Portuguese bilingual/bicultural setting, using art (visual/performative/poetic)
to develop literacy. Wooton was interested in learning the effects an arts-integrated
bilingual experience had on students.
Qualitative data was collected through student and teacher interviews after the
project. The most significant finding was that the students most valued the happy
atmosphere art created and the feeling of family. These things helped them learn.
Wooton’s final conclusions were that building community (school as family
environment) and connecting students’ personal lives (student creative expression) are
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essential for literacy development. He also learned that teaching and learning should be
an expression of happiness, celebration, love, and laughter.
Wooton’s project and its findings align with the purposes of this English/art project.
A primary goal of this project is to create a place of inspiration, investigation, and
personal strength for students in a supportive community of learning. Using visual arts in
learning helps achieve these aims.
Spina (2006) also provides a convincing argument for arts-integrated literacy
development and language learning. She conducted a mixed-method study to see if artsbased bilingual ESL classes helped students learn English without loosing proficiency in
the first language. The study compared two 5th grade bilingual ESL classes with Latino
students, one traditional class and one arts-integrated class. Sixty-three students were in
the two classes combined and both classes were in the same school. She used English and
Spanish language scores from annual district-administered achievement tests as pre- and
post-test data, class observations, teacher questionnaires, and teacher interviews.
Spina found that the art-integrated class scored on average of 12.47 percentile points
higher in English than the non-arts-integrated class, and that students in the artsintegrated class maintained Spanish rather than lost it. Students in the traditional class
scored lower on the post-test in Spanish as compared to the pre-test by an average of 9
percentile points. Spina’s conclusion was that arts-based curriculum which provides a
multimodal learning experience enriches first and second language abilities.
Positive learning outcomes associated with arts-integrated curriculum as
compared to non-integrated curriculum are why arts are frequently joined with other
content area to facilitate learning. This study supports the efficacy of this project because
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it provides quantitative evidence that art-based curriculum benefits students’ language
abilities. It also confirms the idea that supporting young students’ connections to their
first language identities is important for student achievement. In this English/art
curriculum, students are asked to focus on English language words, phrases, sentences,
and imagery that carry personal meaning. Through out the curriculum students are given
the opportunity to make connections between what they are learning with their prior
knowledge, their interests, and their life experience.
Ismail (2012) also evaluated the effects of multimodal learning for English language
learners . She wanted to learn how drawings, visual representations, and other creative
works helped Arab high school English language learners communicate their cultural
identities in the process of writing. Ismail collected data qualitatively on the six Arab
student-participants who were attending a predominantly Arab-American urban midwestern high school (93% Arab student population). She selected the participants based
on Middle Eastern origin, economically disadvantaged backgrounds, first language
literacy, high-intermediate English language proficiency, and arrival status (less than 2
years in the United States). Participants included two 15-year-old Lebanese girls, a
Yemeni girl of the same age, and three Yemeni boys (ages 14-16).
To gather data, Ismail used a pre-questionnaire, field notes, audio recordings, a
reflective journal, student writing and art work samples, two semi-structured interviews
per participant, and a post-questionnaire. She conducted this case study as a teacherresearcher. She believes this method provides authenticity to research because it gives
voice to both teacher and student.
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Ismail’s (2012) study took place after school, but the three texts the lessons were
based on were “district mandated” (p.87). As the teacher-researcher, Ismail designed
lessons that built connections between the three texts and students’ personal and cultural
contexts. Visualizing and creative thinking occurred in pre-reading, pre-writing, and
during-writing periods using found images and student-created collages, student
drawings, or student-created story boards. Students in Ismail’s (2012) study used the
imagery as “scaffold” to their writing (p.89).
Ismail looked for patterns in the data and discovered that visual discourse helped
students connect to their cultural and personal identities so that they could more easily
include these elements in their writing. Cultural elements included religion and gender
roles. Ismail concludes by saying:
ELL [English language learner] teachers’ need to frame instruction within the
multimodal pedagogical context and provide authentic learning experiences where
visuals become means of communicating ideas ...The use of visual representations,
self-created drawings, and other artistic creations help ELLs develop their literacy
skills, become empowered in expressing who they are, and accomplish success in
becoming socially recognized in the new American culture (p. 196).
Ismail (2012) identifies the study’s limitations in regards to sample size and the lack of
“objective measurements,” but recommends more teachers engage in similar research
with their students to further confirm the positive implications of multimodal learning for
English Language learners (p.194).
The findings in Ismail’s study have implications for this arts-integrated English
project. The study confirms the value of visual learning and creative thinking and shows
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how the arts are capable of integrating students’ cultural identities, personalizing
learning, and supporting English language literacy development, all things the English/art
curriculum aims to accomplish through text as art student-created work.
The studies reviewed in this section all evaluate the benefits of art for youth literacy
and confirm its relevance in language learner classrooms: The first study looked at
evidence linking literacy and arts to student empowerment, the second looked at how
visual literacy development in sketchbooks enhances verbal literacy and aides students in
the writing process, the third showed how adding art practices to literacy development
enhances community engagement and well-being, the fourth made a clear connection
between language achievement and the arts, and the fifth study showed how visual
learning and thinking supports student cultural and personal voice in the writing process.
All five studies emphasize the benefits of arts for strengthening youth academic
achievement. These studies provide support for this English/art project and its
multiplicity of goals; the goals consist of providing a welcoming, friendly learning
environment that is leaner-centered, allowing for diversity in thinking and expression
through verbal and visual means, while also providing quality English language
education.
Summary
Developing quality language learner curricula and making it available to teachers
and schools who serve refugee youth could help mitigate the educational disadvantages
youth experience both in resettlement and protracted refugee situations. Many youth
today are spending most or all of their formative years in refugee camps. This fact
emphasizes the importance of meeting the educational needs of youth no matter where
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they are living. All of the studies in this literature review highlight this point. Whether
researchers and educators in the studies addressed youth needs through peace,
well-being, and civic-engagement education, or addressed the language needs of youth
specifically, common themes were found through out: the use of story-telling, creative
expression, multimodality and multiliteracies, and a focus on community and learner
strengths, community building, and developing understanding. Nelson and Appleby
(2014) advise English language instructors to use pedagogic approaches that are
“relevant and responsive to students’ needs and aspirations” (p.15). For these purposes,
Nelson and Appleby suggest the use of art-based, participatory, and critical discourse
approaches:
Education can serve as a rehumanizing influence [to counter the dehumanizing
effects of war and conflict]; thus it is also important to help (re)build a sense of
community and connection, and to recognize and foster resourcefulness, resilience,
and creative expression (p.15).
Designing relevant and inclusive curricula that supports the first cultures and languages
of refugees, while aiding in the acquisition of new cultural knowledge and language
through creative processes is not impossible. High quality language and literacy
curriculums that are presented in an easy-to-follow format and available to any teacher,
no matter where they are working, could begin to address the inadequacies in refugee
education worldwide.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Description of the Project
This field project aims to partially fill the gap that exists in refugee youth secondary
education by providing a quality, learner-centered, visual arts-based English language
curriculum in six modules. The curriculum develops English language literacy through
student visual arts projects using text and images.
Modules address different visual art themes and constructions introduced by the
teacher and personalized through the individual interests and work of the learners.
Students make imagery reflective of their personal experiences and learn new language
in the process; they learn new English words associated with their images through
teacher-guided discovery and then ‘teach’ the class the English they have learned in their
personal imagery during feedback sessions. English is learned through teacher
presentations, games and exercises, independent student work, collaborative projects,
critical feedback and discussions, and journal reflections. Project themes advance in
difficulty as students’ written and spoken English and visual literacy progress.
This project was created for many different situations where conflict-affected youth
are educated: refugee camps, informal and formal schools, immersion programs, and
community centers. The project can be used as a course in a school’s standardized
curriculum, as a set of activities in a pre-existing curriculum, as part of a classroom
intervention for struggling youth, or as a series of workshops. To accommodate these
various situations, this project’s curriculum has been sectionalized in estimated class
time minutes rather than divided into formal class periods. When implementing the
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curriculum, educators should keep in mind that the times given are only estimates, and
that times will vary, especially during sharing and feedback sessions, depending on the
number of students and the complexity of students’ visual arts projects. If youth become
heavily invested in their visual works, and need more time to actualize their visual
expressions, educators need to find solutions to accommodate those time needs.
The core of this project is the students, and their goals and ambitions in creativity
and language development. For this reason, maximum flexibility is necessary for
success in teaching and leaning with this curriculum. This curriculum project follows a
culturally sensitive, noninvasive approach that is especially pertinent to refugees whose
cultural identities have been under threat by conflict and displacement. This artsintegrated English curriculum intends to build self-confidence and well-being, support
creative expression, innovation, critical thinking, and motivate youth to explore,
discover, and engage in new learning.
Development of the Project
I became interested in creating an English/art curriculum for conflict-affected youth
while working on a documentary photography project in the Georgian Republic.
Between 2010 and 2012, I photographed Georgians displaced during the 1991-92 War
with Abkhazia, a region that succeeded from Georgia soon after the Soviet collapse. The
Georgians displaced from Abkhazia continue to live in poverty along the conflict border
and I experienced first hand the constant state of crisis that displaced people live in.
While this documentary photography project was rewarding for me personally, it
was not fulfilling its intended purpose of affecting change in the lives of displaced
people in Georgia. However, through the documentary project I had become friends with
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many of the families I photographed. I thought because creative expression had helped
me overcome problems and build confidence when I was a young, perhaps it could help
the children in these families. By teaching the kids to be the photographers documenting
their lives, I could better serve the community. This is how I began using my
background knowledge in visual arts to teach.
With the help of an interpreter, I taught the children camera mechanics and visual
concepts. The kids kept the cameras during the summer months and photographed their
home surroundings and we went on frequent photography outings. I would develop the
film, make prints, and we would discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their images as
a group.
Through out this process, I watched as the kids gained confidence and began
expressing themselves through the images they created; however, parents wanted me to
teach the children English. The more time I spent in this depressed region, the more I
came to understand how crucial learning English was to these children’s educational and
economic futures. I realized conflict-affected youth in Georgia, and globally, could
benefit significantly from a program that combined English and visual art. This
realization set me on my path to develop the curriculum of this field project.
To further my understanding about the problem of educating conflict-affected
youth, I visited a Syrian school in Istanbul and observed classrooms and interviewed
teachers and administrators. I also learned about the needs of conflict-affected youth by
English tutoring and teacher assisting at the International High School in Oakland,
California through the organization Refugee Transitions. I have witnessed youth
education in cases of internal displacement (Georgia), external displacement in a host
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country (Turkey), and asylum and resettlement in a western nation (United States).
Through these various experiences in various contexts, I have learned how similar the
problems are in educating conflict-affected youth. These experiences have helped me
envision a universally applicable English through visual arts curriculum for conflictaffected youth.
The Project’s Modules
Module Outline. Each of the six modules in this project is described in an outline
with a full explanation of the teacher’s roles (T) and the students’ roles (Ss). Each
module section includes learner outcomes and assessments, and English language
objectives, content objectives, and descriptive rationale per module. This English/art
class does not have a textbook. Instead, students create their own book of knowledge
using a sketchbook to draw pictures, paste in important information, and take notes on
English they learn from the teacher and each other. They also use the sketchbook as a
reflective journal about what they have learned, and what they liked and did not like
about each project.
Appendix. Sketchbooks and art paper are used for most class projects and
activities, however, there are some student handouts. These handouts are embedded and
numbered within the outline for easy reference. An appendix at the end of the modules
supplies the full-sized numbered handouts in sequence for the teacher to copy and give
to students.
Student Assessments. The teacher assesses students using a series of questions
during module processes, at the end of each module, and at the end of the series of six
modules. The questions are in three categories: English language development, visual
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literacy development, and visual practices development. The language learning
assessment questions are as follows: 1) are students able to incorporate language into
their visual projects? 2) are students able to share the new words they learned while
working on their projects with other students during class sharing sessions? 3) are
students able to write down and draw the words and descriptive images they learn from
other students work during class sharing sessions? 4) are students able to communicate
using the functional language the teacher has explicitly taught for requesting and
responding to borrowing and lending of art materials, asking for and offering help, and
giving opinions and advice? and at the end of each module, 5) are students able to
respond critically and with accuracy in journal reflections about their experiences? The
visual literacy assessment questions are as follows: 1) are students able to incorporate the
five elements of art and six principles of composition in their project artwork? and 2) are
students able to analyze and evaluate example artwork and student artwork based on the
five elements of art and six principles of composition? There is only one visual arts
practices assessment at this stage of development: 1) do students visual skills and ability
progress as class projects progress? (subjective and determined by the individual
student’s growth within their personal expressive style). These questions should guide
class processes and the teacher’s evaluation of student development within the modules.
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The Project: English through Visual Art Practices
A 42 Hour Module Plan
Module
1-6

Topic

Language
Objectives

Content
Objectives

Rationale

Module 1

introduction
to the class
and class
materials

class-related
vocabulary,
art materials
vocabulary,
functional
language for
borrowing &
lending

class outline,
art materials

Students need to learn what the
class objectives and activities will
be. They also need to know the
English words for the art materials
they will use in class and how to
borrow and lend those materials to
and from the teacher and each other

Module 2

the alphabet

Alphabet &
associated
animal names,
color names,
language for
art feedback
using “ I like”

alphabet,
lettering
style, color,
pattern
(principle of
composition
6) design,
concept of
collaboration

To start the process of learning
English through visual arts,
students first need the basic
building blocks of language (the
alphabet) and a basic understanding
of how to use text as visual
information. Color is included as
part of this first step because it is a
significant visual element in visual
information

Module 3

single words single words &
& phrases
phrases, 5
elements of art,
6 principles of
composition

word/phrases
, color,
lettering
style, pattern,
elements of
art,
principles of
composition,
installation
art

Learning single words and phrases
is the next stage in language
development after learning the
alphabet, and is the beginning of
attaching meaning to visual-text
information in these modules. This
is also the point where students
begin to choose the content
language of their visual projects.
Due to this progression, students at
this step are formally introduced to
the 5 elements of art and 6
principles of composition and how
these elements and principles effect
the way visual information is read
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Module 4

images to
words

vocabulary
from studentchosen
imagery in
magazines,
newspapers,
& old books,
functional
language
asking for help
& offering
help

collage,
image - word
relationship,
image- story
relationship,
installation
art

This module moves students from
thinking just about words and
phrases to thinking of the
relationship of words to images.
Students learn how to use images to
find words, how to combine images
and words as visual
communication, and how to use a
combination of images and their
identifying words in story-telling.
Moving the focus from words alone
to image and words together
prepares students for the thinking
required in accomplishing complex
communications using visual
information

Module 5

inspiration
for art from
artist
Mararet
Kilgallen

Art21 video,
vocabulary
words from an
Art21 video,
functional
language:
expressing
opinions
using “like,”
expressing
ability using
“can,” giving
advice using
“could,”
5 elements of
art, 6
principles of
composition

paintings of
inspirational
women,
writing
paragraphs,
presenting
art,
giving
feedback on
art

This module provides the
scaffolding and controlled practice
of developing a work of art based
on an outside inspiration and
student research, and provides the
scaffolding for the language
necessary for presenting artwork
and giving feedback to artists. All
of these skills are significant to the
successful performance of
communicating visually.

Module 6

inspiration
for art from
students’
lives

functional
language:
expressing
opinions
using “like,”
expressing

Painting of
inspirational
things chosen
by students,
writing
paragraphs,

This module builds on the previous
module, providing the scaffolding
students need for free practice in
finding inspirations, and making
visual art based on those
inspirations. Just like module
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ability using
“can,” giving
advice using
“could,” 5
elements of art,
6 principles of
composition

presenting
art,
giving
feedback on
art

5, the activities in this module build
the skills that are significant to the
successful performance of
communicating visually. By the end
of this module, students will have
gained some independence in the
process of visual communication
with the use of English language:
research, writing, creating imagery,
reflecting on the process through
writing and speaking, presenting
their work, and receiving feedback.
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Total Time:
130 Minutes

Language Objectives:
• class-related vocabulary, art materials, vocabulary, functional language for borrowing &
lending
Content Objectives: class outline, art materials
Rationale:
• Students need to learn what the class objectives and activities will be. They also need to
know the English words for the art materials they will use in class and how to borrow and
lend those materials to and from the teacher and each other
Learning Outcomes:
• Students will be able to answer questions in a video listening activity about class work
• Students will be able to talk about what they like to draw and paint, and what is needed to
draw and paint
• Students will be able to identify the names of art materials through speaking, listening,
reading, and writing
• Students will be able to make requests to borrow art materials from other students and be
able respond to student requests
Language Learning Assessments:
During- project Assessment:
• Class introduction Video listening questions, art materials team game, and student pair
matching exercise
Post-project Assessment:
• Using a video, students match an art material picture to an art material word in a multiple
choice test
Materials/ Resources:
• TV/DVD, computer/projector/internet-video file, or tablet/video file
• Tote bag, sketchbook, colored pens/pencils, pencil sharpener, eraser, and ruler
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A.) Class Introduction- Sketchbook Work and Class Projects

35 minutes

15 minutesWarm-up:
• T: writes questions and gap fill on the board
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of questions
• Ss: ask 3 other students the questions
• Ss: share the answers as a class
Guiding Questions:
1) Do you like to draw and paint?
Yes, I like to draw and paint/ No, I don’t like to draw and paint.
2) What things do you draw and paint?
I draw and paint ______________, _______________, and _________________.
20 minutesTeacher Presentation:
• T: presents the course showing a video on class projects and the individual sketchbook
work required of students	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Class Introduction video -	
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhP1qKRGlYs
During-viewing activity• T: gives students the hand out and reads the questions to the students
• Ss: watch the video and answer the questions on the hand out
• T: concept checks answers
1:1

1.) How many group projects are there in this class?
2.) What does visual mean? A. or B.
A.) something you hear

B.) something you see

3.) Can words be used to make visual art? Yes or No?
4.) Does this class have a textbook/coursebook? Yes or No?
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5) What are 3 different ways to use a sketchbook?

1. _________________
2. _________________
3. _________________

B.) Introduction of Class Materials

60 minutes

10 minutesWarm-up:
• T: gives a hand out with the questions and writes questions on the board
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of questions
• Ss: work in pairs to find the answers
• Ss: share the answers as a class
• T: writes student answers on the board
Guiding Questions:
1) What things do you need to draw a picture? Make a list.
2) What things do you need to paint a picture? Make a list
5 minutesTeacher Presentation:
• T: shows the class materials video and students check off the things they already found
on their list and write the new things they learn from the video
Class Materials videohttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAM7iZmQqw8&list=UUP9Fb1zF3VPlcnG4kj
GtUCQ
List of materials words:
Nouns: pen(s), pencil, colored pencils, paintbrush(es), paint, collage, scissors, glue,
ruler(s), sketchbook(s), eraser(s)
Verbs: paint, draw, draw straight lines, erase, glue, cut, sharpen, collage
Students Receive a Tote Bag of Materials
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15 minutesTeam Art Materials Game:
• T: gives directions
1) Teams, make a list of materials you need to draw and paint. You have five minutes to
make your list.
2) After five minutes of writing, you have 5 minutes two write all materials on the board.
3) Each student needs to go to the board. Only one student can be at the board in your
team at one time.
4) You can fix the writing of your team.
5) You can read your list at the table. You can’t bring your list to the board.
6) The team that finishes first gets one point. You get one point for every art material you
write correctly. The team with the most points wins.
30 minutesPresentation & Practice of Language for Borrowing (requesting) & Lending Art Materials:
Art Materials
colored pencils (red pencil, green pencil, etc.) , pencil, pen, ruler, eraser, pencil
sharpener, paper, paint ( blue paint, yellow paint, etc.,) paintbrush ( big/ small)
Procedure:
• T: writes two new words on the board:
Borrow: to use someone’s things
Lend: to let someone borrow your things
• T: passes out different art materials to students and says,
“I want to make a picture. I need a ___________________. Who has a ___________?
• S: responds (probably by raising his/her hand)
• T: models “I do” using body language and has student repeat “ I do”
• T: asks “ Can I borrow it please?”
• S: “Yes”
• T: “Thank you”
• T: prompts student to say “ you’re welcome”
• This procedure continues until every student has been asked and has given the teacher
their art material. When the teacher has all the art materials, she/he begins working on a
picture
• T: prompts students to ask to borrow an art material from him/her
• About half way through the process, the teacher switches to the negative:
A students asks for an art material, the teacher picks it up and begins using it, and says,
“No, I’m sorry. I’m using the ____________right now. In a few minutes, ok?
• S: ok
• T: prompts the next student to ask, and responds in the affirmative
• T: prompts the next student to ask, but begins switching between affirmative and negative
in his/her responses until all art materials have been given out to students
• T: writes the dialog on the board
• T-Ss: repetition practice of dialog
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Ss: practice lending and borrowing art materials with each other in a role-play
T: writes “Can I have my art materials back please?” on the board
T: stops role-play by asking the above question
T-Ss: repetition practice of last phrase
T-Ss: repetition practice of entire dialog
Ss: write the new words: lend and borrow, and the dialog in their sketchbooks and draw a
little reference picture illustrating the dialog

Extension: Add adjective to describe objects borrowed and lent

C.) Review- Art Materials
	
  

35 minutes

15 minutesIdentification Activity- art material-to-word identification
• T: elicits student responses -identification of objects from their tote bags in
listening, speaking, reading and writing
• T: has pairs of students put one tote bag of art materials on their desks and gives them
word cards
• Ss: match the word cards to their various art materials
• T: calls on individual students and holds up an object and asks “ What is this?”
• Ss: respond
• T: asks “ What is this?” per object. After teacher models and concept checks every
object, students work in pairs
• Ss: practice asking the question and identifying objects with each other
5 minutesAssessment –
Class Materials Test video - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6UcAN_gstk
• Ss: watch a video and take a multiple choice test matching a picture of an art material or
art-related verb to a written/spoken word
20 minutesStudents free draw in sketchbooks
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Total Time: 460 Minutes

Language Objectives:
• Alphabet & associated, animal names, color names,language for art feedback using “ I
like”
Content Objectives:
• alphabet,lettering style, color,pattern, (principle of composition 6) design,
concept of collaboration
Rationale:
• To start the process of learning English through visual arts, students first need the basic
building blocks of language (the alphabet) and a basic understanding of how to use text as
visual information. Color is included as part of this first step because it is a significant
visual element in visual information
Learning Outcomes:
• Students will be able to speak, write, and identify the alphabet
• Students will be able to identify colors by name
• Students will be able to write and draw different lettering styles by experimenting in
sketchbooks
• Students will use line, shape, overlapping shapes (letters), pattern, variety, scale, and
movement through project processes
• Students will be able to talk about what they like in others students’ posters
• Students will work collaboratively with other students while making an alphabet collage
Language Learning, Visual Literacy, and Visual Practices Assessments:
During- project Assessments:
• Teacher informally assesses students on all learning outcomes
Post-project Assessments:
• Using a video, students (1) write an alphabet letter to match a letter sound and (2) draw a
colored circle to match the written/spoken color word (video tests)
• Student journal reflections
Materials/ Resources:
• TV/DVD, computer/projector/internet-video file, or tablet/video file
• Sketchbook, large paper, mural-sized paper, colored pens/pencils, scissors, glue
Scaffolding:
• Teacher gives feedback and help on letter writing, letter order, and pronunciation
• Students help each other with letter order and pronunciation
• Teacher periodically prompts students to walk around and look at each other’s work for
inspiration and informal feedback
• Teacher Pre-teaches Functional language for giving opinions before journal reflection:
I learned, I like, I don’t like, (grammar worksheet)
Collaborations: Students work together to create one final image
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A.) Introduction to the Alphabet and Colors

75 minutes

15 minutesWarm-up- Alphabet:
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of the questions below
• Ss: asks three students the questions and answers three students
• Ss: share the answers as a class
Guiding Questions Alphabet:
1) How many letters are in the alphabet of your language?
There are ______ letters in my alphabet.
2) Do you like writing?
Yes, I like writing. / No, I don’t like writing.
10 minutesTeacher Presentations- Alphabet:
• T: presents the alphabet using the Alphabet video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzX7pYz4Nb0
2:1

During-viewing activity• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of the questions below
• Ss: watch the video and answer the following questions in their sketchbooks
• T: concept checks answers
1) How many letters are in the English alphabet?
There are ______ Letters in the English alphabet.
2) Name three animals in the video?
__________________, _____________________, and ___________________
3) What animal do you like? Why?
I like the __________________because it _____________________________.
15 minutesWarm-up- Color:
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of questions
• Ss: answer the questions in their sketchbooks
• Ss: asks 3 students the questions and answers three students
• Ss: share the answers as a class
Guiding Questions Color1) What color do you like? I like ___________________.
2) Why do you like this color? I like ______________ because it _________________.
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10 minutesTeacher Presentations- Color:
• T: presents the different colors using the Color Presentation video
Colors Presentation video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1p9TfZFc6yM
During-viewing activity• Ss: write the questions in their sketchbooks, watch the video, and answer the questions
• T: concept checks answers
1) How many colors are in the color video?
There are ____________colors in the video.
2) What is white: color, light, or no light (dark)? ______________
3) What is black: color, light, or no light? ______________
30 minutesAnimal Alphabet Bingo:
• T: gives directions to students:
1) Use your ruler and make 16 squares on a page in your sketchbook
2) Draw a cat in any square (the teacher names 16 animals from the alphabet video)
• Ss: draw quick line drawings representing each animal in the 16 squares
• T: gives direction for bingo and calls out each animal
• Ss: find the animal and write the animal name under the picture
• The first student with four animals in a row, with the names of the animals written
correctly, wins
B.) Introduction to the Alphabet Projects
20 minutes
10 minutesWarm-up:
•

Ss: work in pairs and tell each other the colors and the alphabet
Guiding Questions:
1) What are the names of the colors?
2) What is the alphabet?

10 minutesTeacher Presentation:
• T: presents the module 2 project’s outline using the Alphabet Letter Style video
Alphabet Letter video – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0IX9uoqEVA
During-viewing activity• T: writes questions on the board
• Ss: watch video and find the answers to the questions
• T: concept checks answer
1) What is the first project?
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The first project is ________________________________________.
2) What is the second project?
The second project is _____________________________________.
3) What is the third project?
The third project is ________________________________________.
2:2 (after viewing)

C.) Individual Project – The Alphabet

120 minutes

50 minutesIndividual Project- Practice Alphabet Letters:
• Ss: write the alphabet in different lettering styles in sketchbooks
• T: helps students with letters and letter order, and guides them towards lettering style
experimentation
• Ss: walk around informally and look at each others work

50 minutesIndividual Project- Design an Alphabet Poster:
• Ss: choose a variety of lettering style(s) from their sketchbook
• Ss: work to draw & write the 26 letters in different colors and sizes on large paper
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20 minutesClass Feedback:
• T: writes feedback responses on the board:
1) I like student’s name poster
A) I like the colors.
B) I like the letter shapes.
C) I like the variety of shapes and colors.
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of the sentences
• Ss: share their work with each other
• T: gives the first feedback response on a student’s artwork as a model using sentence 1
and then sentence A, B, or C
• T: asks the student, “What poster do you like?
• S: responds using sentence 1 and then one of sentences A, B, or C
• The student whose work was chosen by the first student is the next to pick a poster to talk
about, and so on until all students have talked and every poster has been talked about
• Ss: write sentence 1, A, B, and C in their sketchbooks

D.) Class Project - Alphabet Collage

150 minutes

15 minutesWarm-up:
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of questions, concept checking the word “ yourself”
• Ss: answer the questions in their sketchbooks
• Ss: asks three students the questions and answers three students
• Ss: share the answers as a class
Guiding Questions:
1) Why do you like working by yourself?
I like working by myself because ____________________________________.
2) Why do you like working with people?
I like working with people because ___________________________________.
20 minutesTeacher Presentation:
• T: explains to students that they are going to watch a video about collaboration
• T: gives the meaning of collaboration: working with people
• T: reads the “during listening” questions to students two times
• Ss: write the questions in their sketchbooks
• T: tells students watch the video to answer the questions
• Ss: watch the video of artists collaborating and think about the answers to the questions
• T: after students watch and answer the questions, the teacher concept checks answers
Video on Collaboration: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TleVV-LoOcE
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2:3

During-viewing Activity
1) When artists work together on the same artwork, do they draw and paint at the same time?
When artists work together on the same artwork, they do/do not draw and paint at the same
time.
2) Do artists change each other’s drawings and paintings when they work together?
Artists do/do not change each others drawings and paintings when they work together.
3) When artists work together, are they active or passive (not active)?
When artists work together they are active/passive.
4) Do you think the artists are learning from each other? Why or why not?
I think artists are /are not learning form each other because ___________________
_________________________________________________.
5) Do you think they are having fun or not having fun?
I think they are having fun/ not having fun.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

100 minutesClass Project Process:
• Ss: write/draw a new set of alphabetical letter on big paper and cut them out
• Ss: collage a pattern of all their letters on one single mural-sized piece of paper
• Ss: glue them on in order of the alphabet, but they can put them anywhere on the paper
(out of order). Overlapping letters, gluing the letters upside-down and sideways is
encouraged. All students work together to make an interesting pattern
15 minutesClass Discussion:
• Ss: talk about what they like about the class alphabet project
• T: incorporates the principle of composition “pattern” into the discussion
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E.) Alphabet and Color Assessments

10 minutes

Assessments:
The Alphabet:
• T: assesses the students knowledge on the English alphabet using a video test
• Ss: listen and write the first letter of the animal’s name
• Ss: put the 26 letters they hear from the 26 animal pictures in alphabetical order
Alphabet Letter Test Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBMY1Q5xq54&list=UUP9Fb1zF3VPlcnG4kjGtUCQ

•
•
•

Color:
T: assesses the students knowledge on color using a video test
Ss: listen and read the color word
Ss: draw a circle of the color they read and hear using colored pens or pencils
Color Test Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3ZdPwDYm8Q
Color presentation video in reverse checks the test responses:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1p9TfZFc6yM

E.) Project Reflection – Homework

5 minutes

Journal Writing in Sketchbooks:
• T: Gives instructions and concept checks questions (5 minutes)
1) Write the title Alphabet Project Reflection
2) Answer these three questions in your sketchbook as homework
Questions:
1) What did you learn in this project?
I learned ___________________, _____________________ , _______________,
_______________________, and ____________________________.
2) What did you like about this project?
I liked ___________________________________________________________.
3) What did you dislike (not like) about this project? Why?
I disliked _________________________________________________________
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Total Time: 450 Minutes

Language Objectives:
• single words & phrases, 5 elements of art, 6 principles of composition
Content Objectives:
• word/phrases, color, lettering style, pattern, elements of art, principles of composition,
installation art
Rationale:
• Learning single words and phrases is the next stage in language development after
learning the alphabet, and is the beginning of attaching meaning to visual-text
information in these modules. This is also the point where students begin to choose the
content language of their visual projects. Due to this progression, students at this step are
formally introduced to the 5 elements of art and 6 principles of composition and how
these elements and principles effect the way visual information is read
Learning Outcomes:
• Students will be able to say and write words from their work and the work of others
• Students will analyze how color helps direct the eye in reading words (focus)
• Students will develop understanding of the art elements & the principles of composition
• Students will be able to create a successful design individually, using words
• Students will be able to work with two others students to make a successful word pattern
• Students will examine how layering text effects word meaning
• Students will be able to make a word installation in collaboration with the whole class
• Students will synthesize the effects of scale and space on the meaning and power of
words and visual work (the installation)
Language Learning, Visual Literacy, and Visual Practices Assessments:
During- project Assessments:
• Teacher informally assesses students on all learning outcomes
• Visual Literacy Assessment on identification of elements of art, principles of composition
Post-project Assessments:
• Student journal reflections
Materials/ Resources:
• TV/DVD, computer/projector/internet-video file, or tablet/video file Sketchbook, large
paper, colored pens/pencils, scissors, thumbtacks
Scaffolding:
• Teacher gives feedback and help on letter writing & design, letter order, and
pronunciation
• Students share their work with each other and help each other learn the words from their
individual works
• Students share their work with each other and give positive feedback
Collaborations:
• Students groups work together to make a word pattern on large paper
• Students as a class work together to create a wall installation using words and phrases
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A.) Introduction to Writing Words in Art and Design

30 minutes

20 minutesWarm-up:
• T: hands out questions/chart to students and concept checks key words in the questions
• T-Ss: conduct repetition practice of the questions
• T: gives instructions
1) answer the questions
2) using the survey chart, and the questions, find out information about three students
3) share your answers with the three students
4) share with the class
5) cut and glue the questions and chart into your sketchbook
3:1

1) What word do you like because of the way it looks?
I like the word ________________because of the way it looks.
2) What word do you like because of the way it sounds?
I like the word ________________because of the way it sounds.
3) What word do you like because of what it means?
I like the word ________________because of what it means.
Name of Student

word look

word sound

word meaning

10 minutesTeacher Presentation:
• 1) Teacher presents the module outline and class projects using the video:
Important Words video – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7huuCoO_XLU
During-viewing activity• Students watch video and answer the following questions:
• T: concept checks answers
1) What is the first project?
The first project is ___________________________.
2) What is the second project?
The second project is _________________________.
3) What is the third project?
The third project is ___________________________.
3:2 (give after viewing)
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B.) Elements of Art and Principles of Composition Practice

80 minutes

20 minutesWarm-up:
• T: elicits students and gives examples of important phrases on the board
• T: tells students to answer the questions below in their sketchbooks
• Ss: share their answers with the class
Guiding questions:
1) What phrase (group of related words) is important to you?
The phrase that is important to me is ________________________________.
2) What colors do you think work best for your phrase?
I think the colors ______________, and ________________work best for my phrase.
3) Are there other things besides color that make a picture good? Yes/No
10 minutesTeacher Presentation:
• T: says “There are other things besides color that make a picture good. Here is a video
showing some of the things.”
• T: instructs students to watch for the 5 elements of art and 5 principles of composition
and list them in the chart.
• T: instructs students to watch for the two pictures the filmmaker talks about at the end of
the video.“ What are things are in the two pictures?”
• T: presents the elements of art and principles of composition video:
Elements & Principles of Art – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnWeBVRjBnU	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

3:3

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  During-viewing activity
• Ss: watch video and fill out the chart
• T: concept checks answers

5 Elements of Art
5 Principles of Composition
1)
1)
2)
2)
3)
3)
4)
4)
5)
5)
Picture 1:
Picture 2:
50 minutesClass Practice- Elements of Art & Principles of Composition:
• Ss: perform a matching exercise with cards for the elements and principles (3:4)
• T: hands out example art images (3:5) and 3:6
• T: instructs student pairs to look at the images to find the elements of art and principles of
composition used in each image, and using the chart, circle the ones they see
• Ss: look at the image handed out by the teacher and then move from image to image
around the room, filling in the chart for each image
• T-Ss: discuss student answers (where they see the element or principle in the image)
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3:6

Title of Artwork
1.

5 Elements of Art
Color: red, green, blue, orange,
yellow, purple, pink

6 Principles of
Composition
Balance

Line : curved, horizontal, vertical,
diagonal

Variety

Shape: circle, square, triangle,
rectangle

Focus

Value : dark or light

Pattern

Contrast
Movement

Space: foreground, middleground, or
background
2.

3.

Color: red, green, blue, orange,
yellow, purple, pink

Balance

Line : curved, horizontal, vertical,
diagonal

Variety

Shape: circle, square, triangle,
rectangle

Focus

Value : dark or light

Pattern

Contrast
Movement

Space: foreground, middleground, or
background
Color: red, green, blue, orange,
Balance
yellow, purple, pink
Variety
Line : curved, horizontal, vertical,
diagonal

Contrast

Shape: circle, square, triangle,
rectangle

Movement

Value : dark or light
Space: foreground, middleground, or
background

Focus
Pattern

	
  

C.) Individual Project- Design a Word Poster
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110 minutes

60 minutesIndividual Student Project:
• Ss: choose words and phrases that have significant meaning to them personally
• Ss: practice writing the word and phrases in different lettering styles and colors in their
sketchbooks
• Ss: choose words from their sketchbooks and draw/write/paint a design with those
words on large paper
50 minutesClass Feedback:
• T: has students to walk around and look at other students work
• T: has each student talk about one student’s work saying what they like about it
• Ss: share and learn new words from each others work
• Ss: write new words they learn from each other in their sketchbooks

D.) Group Project -Three Important Phrases - Pattern

120 minutes

100 minutesGroup Project:
Ss: choose a word or phrase from their sketchbooks Ss: (groups of 3), join their individual
phrases on large paper to make a word pattern
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20 minutesClass Feedback:
• T: has students to walk around and look at other students work
• T: has each student talk about one student’s work saying what they like about it
• T-Ss: talk about how making a pattern (layering text) effects word meaning and how we
look and read

E.) Class Project - Wall Installation: Words Come Together

110 minutes

30 minutesIndividual Student Work for the Class Project:
• Ss: individually choose new word(s) and practice writing/drawing the word(s) in
sketchbooks
• Ss: individually write/draw/paint the word on narrow paper
80 minutesClass Installation Work:
• T-Ss: work together to make a wall collage of all the words combined
• Class discusses what they like about the installation and how scale and space effect the
meaning and power of words and visual work (in students’ language level)	
  

F.) Projects Reflection – Homework
Journal Writing in Sketchbooks:
• T: Gives instructions and concept checks questions 4-7
1) Write the title An Important Word Project Reflection
2) Answer these seven questions in your sketchbook
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3:7

Questions:
1) What did you learn in this project?
I learned ____________________________________________________.
2) What did you like about this project? Why?
I liked ______________________________because__________________.
3) What did you dislike (not like) about this project? Why?
I disliked __________________________because ___________________.
4) What elements of art are in your poster?
The elements of art in my poster are________________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
5) What principles of composition did your group use in your group project?
We used these principles of composition: ___________________________,
__________________________ , and _____________________________.
6) How do you read words when they are in a pattern?
When words are in a pattern, I read the words as a picture / as words first, and
as a picture / as words second.
7) Think about the wall installation. Think about the words before you put them
on the wall. Think about the words after you put them on the wall. Did you
think of the words in the same way or in different ways?
I thought of the words in the same way, in a different way.

	
  

Module 4: Image to Word
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Total Time: 500 Minutes

Language Objectives:
• vocabulary from student-chosen imagery in magazines, newspapers, & old books,
functional language asking for help & offering help
Content Objectives:
• collage, image - word relationship, image- story relationship, installation art
Rationale:
• This module moves students from thinking just about words and phrases to thinking of
the relationship of words to images. Students learn how to use images to find words, how
to combine images and words as visual communication, and how to use a combination of
images and their identifying words in story-telling. Moving the focus from words alone to
image and words together prepares students for the thinking required in accomplishing
complex communications using visual information
Learning Outcomes:
• Students will be able to say and write words from their own work and the work of others
• Students will make successful collages combining words and images individually and in
groups (key visual concept: balance)
• Students will be able to imagine and write two sentences about what story their group
image is telling
• Students will make a word/image installation in collaboration with other students
• Students will be able to ask for and offer help using the phrases Can you help me …?/
Can you hand me …. ? /Can I help you ...?
• Students will be able to respond critically to how the installation changed the space
Language Learning, Visual Literacy, and Visual Practices Assessments:
During- project Assessments:
• Teacher informally assesses students on all learning outcomes
• Sentence writing on image story
Post-project Assessment:
• Word to image matching games using image-word installation
Post-project Assessment:
• Student journal reflections
Materials/ Resources:
• TV/DVD, computer/projector/internet-video file, or tablet/video file
• Sketchbook, paper, colored pens/pencils, paint, paintbrushes, scissors, glue, string, hooks
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Scaffolding:
• Teacher gives feedback and help on word writing and pronunciation
• Students help each other during group picture-making
• Students share their work with each other and help each other learn the words from their
individual and group works
Collaborations:
• Students groups work together to make one picture using their individual images/words
• Students work together to create a classroom installation

A.) Introduction –Image to Word/ Collage

15 minutes

15 minutesWarm-up:
• T: gives each student pair one collage (4:1, 4:2, & 4:3)
• T: asks students “What things did the artist do to make it?
• Ss: talk about the things the artist had to do
• Ss: share their answers as a class
• T: writes everything they say on the board and adds any missing information
10 minutesTeacher Presentation- Class Projects:
• T: presents the module outline and class projects video:
Image to Word/Collage & Installation video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3kjc_uEDZM
During-viewing activity• Students watch video and answer the following questions:
• T: concept checks answers
1) What is the first project?
The first project is _______________________________________.
2) What is the second project?
The second project is _____________________________________.
3) What is the third project?
The third project is _______________________________________.
4:4 (after viewing)
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B.) Individual Project: Image-to-Word Practice

100 minutes

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  
50 minutesIndividual Collage Project -1 Picture with 2 Images and 2 Descriptive Words:
•
•
•
•

T: provides a box of images, magazines, and book pages to cut out and collage
Ss: choose images that are important to them in some way
T: helps students identify the things in the picture using English words
Ss: make a collage/paint a picture in their sketchbooks combining two images and
identifying words, thinking of the words as part of the picture’s design

50 minutesClass Feedback:
• T: has students walk around and look at other students work
• T: has each student talk about one student’s work saying what they like about it
• Ss: share and learn new words from each others work
• Ss: write new words they learn from each other in their sketchbooks with associated
pictures
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C.) Group Project – Image to Word Collage

215 minutes

15 minutesWarm-up:
• T: gives instructions:
1) Write the questions and answers to the questions below in your sketchbook
2) Ask three other students the questions and share your answers
Guiding Questions:
1) What things in pictures help tell stories?
The things in a picture that help tell stories are ____________________________.
2) What kinds of stories do pictures tell?
Pictures tell stories about _____________________________________________.
150 minutesGroup Collage Project:
• 3-4 students work together to make one image
• Each student picks 1-2 image/word combinations they want to add in the picture
• Ss: collage and paint the images and descriptive words on 1 piece of large paper,
thinking of how to unify the different imagery and include the words as part of the
picture’s design
• Ss: draw the noun pictures and words in their sketchbooks as a kind of note-taking of their
group collage project
• Ss: talk about their final image and find a story the image is telling
• Ss: write 1-2 sentences about the image story in their sketchbooks
Our picture is telling a story about _______________________________________.
50 minutesClass Feedback:
• Ss: share/ talk about their group projects with the class (expressing what they like)
• Ss: share the story their image is telling using their sentences they wrote
• Ss: write new words and draw pictures of the language they learn from each others work
in their sketchbooks
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D.) Class Project - Image & Word Installation

115 minutes

Beautify & Personalize the Learning Space

15 minutesTeacher Presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1PqLTSUKfU
• T: presents a video on the artist, Rebecca Louise Law, and her collaborative team
and tells students the next project is a similar project
4:5

During-viewing Rebecca Louise Law activity• T: hands out the questions to students
• T: reads the questions and checks for student understanding of key words
• Ss: watch video and answer the questions
• Ss: share answers with the class
• T: concept checks
1) What is the artist installing in the room?
The artist is installing ________________ in the room.
2) Is she working by herself or in collaboration with other people?
The artist is working by herself/ in collaboration with other people.
3) Does it take a short time or does it take a long time to make an art installation?
It takes a short/ long time.
15 minutesTeacher Presentation- Asking for and Offering Help
• T: writes functional language phrases on the board
• T: says “ we need words to ask and give help when we work together”
• T-Ss: perform repetition practice of key phrases
• T: models through acting and role-play the use of functional language: Asking for &
offering help -Can you help me …?/ Can I help (you) (with...)? Can you hand me the…?
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25 minutesStudent practice -Asking for and Offering Help:
• Ss: perform a role-play in pairs with the language “Can you help me …?/ Can I help
(you) (with...)? Can you hand me the ….?” using the classroom environment and
materials
• T: observes and guides students where needed
• Ss: pairs volunteer and perform their role-play in front of the class
30 minutesInstallation Prep-work:
• Ss: draw the images from their individual and group projects on small pieces of paper
• Ss: write the correlative English words on other small papers
(the papers have small holes for hooks)
70 minutesThe Installation:
• T: reviews language: asking for and offering help (5 minutes)
• T: gives instructions and coordinates students for installing the work (5 minutes)
1) put all picture papers in one box together, put all word papers in another box
2) choose a picture from the box and attach it to a hook with string
3) give the picture to the teacher and tell her/him where you want it to hang from the
ceiling
4) When all picture are hanging, hang all words across from the pictures
• T-Ss: hang the images and words from strings separately from each other, from the 	
  
ceiling, thinking of the way they are arranged as part of the artwork (50 minutes)
• Class discusses what they like about the installation and why (10 minutes)	
  

E.) Student Assessment - Word Installation Matching Game

50 minutes

Word Review and Assessment:
• T-Ss: perform word matching games using the word-image classroom installation
•
•
•

The Games:
matching spoken word (listening) to image
matching image to written word
correct the teacher game/ correct another student game using hanging pictures:
T: gives correct identifying words for pictures sometimes and gives the incorrect
identifying words sometimes. Students have to respond appropriately, yes/no
T: “This is a …..”
S: “Yes, this is a ……./ No, this is not a ……., this is a ………”

*As lessons continue, and students learn more words, students will add more to the installation
* The installation is used periodically for review and building new vocabulary with newly added
images/words
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F.) Projects Reflection – Homework
Journal Writing in Sketchbooks:
• T: Gives instructions and concept checks question 4 (5 minutes)
1) Write the title Image to Word Project Reflection
2) Answer these four questions in your sketchbook
Questions:
1) What did you learn in this project?
I learned ___________________________________________________________.
2) What did you like about this project? Why?
I liked ____________________________________________________________.
3) What did you dislike (not like) about this project? Why?
I disliked ___________________________________________________________.
4) How did hanging the words and images change the way you think about the room?
The words and images hanging in the room make the room ___________________
___________________________________________________________________.

	
  

Module 5: Inspiration for Art

86	
  
Total Time: 535 Minutes

Language Objectives:
• Art21 video, vocabulary words from an Art21 video, functional language: expressing
opinions using “like,” expressing ability using “can,” giving advice using “could,” 5
elements of art, 6 principles of composition
Content Objectives:
• paintings of inspirational women, writing paragraphs, presenting art & giving feedback
Rationale:
• This module provides the scaffolding and controlled practice of developing a work of art
based on an outside inspiration and student research, and provides the scaffolding for the
language necessary for presenting artwork and giving feedback to artists. All of these
skills are significant to the successful performance of communicating visually
Learning Outcomes:
• Students will be able to listen to a conversation and identify main ideas and details
• Students will conduct research on three women that inspire them
• Students will individually make a successful painting of an inspirational female figure
combining image with words
• Students will be able to write a paragraph on each women they researched
• Students will be able to ask for advice using the modal “can”
• Students will be able to talk about their abilities using the modal “can”
• Students will be able to give positive feedback on other students art using language for
giving opinions (I like), and giving advice (you could)
• Students will be able to give positive feedback on other students art using the five
elements of art and six principles of composition
Language Learning, Visual Literacy, and Visual Practices Assessments:
During- project Assessments:
• Teacher informally assesses students on all learning outcomes
• Visual Literacy Assessment on elements of art and principles of composition
• Visual Practices Assessment an individually-made painting
• Language Learning Assessment- Modals Can and Could and paragraph writing
Post-project Assessment:
• Student journal reflections
Materials/ Resources:
• TV/DVD, computer/projector/internet-video file, or tablet/video file
• sketchbook, pens, pencils, eraser, ruler, sharpener, large paper, paint, paintbrushes, cards
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Scaffolding:
• Teacher gives feedback and help on word writing and pronunciation
• Students help each other during picture-making
• Students share their work with each other, give advice and opinions on each others work,
and help each other learn the words from their individual works
Collaborations:
• Students work together to hang all their paintings in a public place

A.) Introduction – Inspiration

15 minutes

Warm-up:
• T: gives instructions:
1) Answer the questions below in your sketchbook
2) Using the chart, and the questions, find out information about two other students
3) Share your answers with two other students
5:1

Question

Answer for Student 1

Answer for Student 2

What do you like to

I like to draw and paint

I like to draw and paint

draw and paint? (What

___________________

___________________

subjects?)

because_____________

because_____________

Why?

___________________

___________________

___________________.

___________________.

What subjects do you

I see ______________,

I see ______________,

see in other peoples’

__________________,

__________________,

drawings and paintings?

and _______________

and _______________

in other peoples drawings and

in other peoples drawings

paintings.

and paintings.

Your answer:
I like to draw and paint ____________________________________because
_____________________________________________________________.
I see ______________, __________________, and _______________ in other peoples’
drawings and paintings.
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B.) What Inspires Maragaret Kilgallen?

100 minutes

10 minutesTeacher Presentation- Margaret Vocabulary Video: http://youtu.be/2PRcIMxvhus
• T: says “ We are going to watch a video on the artist Margaret Kilgallen and see what she
like to draw and paint. First watch this video to learn new words Margaret uses.”
• Ss: watch and listen to the vocabulary presentation video
• Ss: watch and listen to the vocabulary presentation video and fill in (write) the
vocabulary words on a handout
During- Listening Activity:
5:2

Not planned, absurd, or not expected
a woman people respect because she has done amazing things
exciting, motivating, amazing
select something or someone as the best
think and see in the mind
to have confidence or faith in the truth or honesty of someone or
something
the spectrum of male and female characteristics in people, animals,
and plants
a mother raising a child or children with no father
step down, go from a higher position to a lower position, or feel
depressed and unmotivated
stop, quit, despair
continue, take steps, persevere, carry on
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10 minutesWord Practice:
Writing Words and Word Meanings:
• Ss: write the definitions on cards, one definition per card
• Ss: write the vocabulary words on cards, one word per card
10 minutesMatching Words to Word Meanings:
• Ss: exchange cards with one student
• Ss: use the cards to match the words to the word definitions
• Ss: check their answers with the student
Mismatched Words and Word Meaning for Student Cards:
5:3

n.

single mother

not planned, absurd, or not expected

v.

believe

a woman people respect because she has done amazing things

adj. random

exciting, motivating, amazing

v.

imagine

select something or someone as the best

v.

keep going

think and see in the mind

v.

give up

to have confidence or faith in the truth or honesty of someone or
something

n.

heroine

the spectrum of male and female characteristics in people, animals,
and plants

n.

gender

adj. inspiring

a mother raising a child or children with no father
step down, go from a higher position to a lower position, or feel
depressed and unmotivated

v.

get down

stop, quit, despair

v.

choose

continue, take steps, persevere, carry on

25 minutesWatching &Listening to Margaret Kilgallen: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjJZ5sqVZkI
•
•
•
•
•

During-viewing activityT: gives students the question hand out and conducts repetition practice of questions and
possible answers
Ss watch video and answer six questions
Ss: listen and watch the video a second time to check their answers
Ss: share their answers with the class
T: concept checks answers
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5:4

Choose the correct answer from the choices a., b., c., or d.
1) What does Margaret like to draw on?
a. cars
b. trains
c. bikes
d. buses
2) What subject inspires Margaret?
a. dogs
b. politicians
c. cars

d. women

3) What woman does Margaret choose to draw and paint?
a. Michelle Obama
b. Mother Teresa
c. Matokie Slaughter
d. her mother
4) What is Algia Mae Hinton?
a. a grandmother
b. a religious leader
c. a single mother
d. a filmmaker
5) Why does Margaret do her work? What keeps her going? Why doesn’t she give up?
a. Young people come up and thank her.
b. She makes good money from selling her work.
c. She wants to be famous.
d. She likes to travel.
6) Margaret wants to change what characteristic is emphasized about women.
What characteristic does Margaret say is the emphasis?
a. intelligence b. beauty c. creativity d. strength
20 minutes
After Viewing Listening Activity - True and False:
• T: writes True on the board on one side of the room, False on the other, and Please repeat
the sentence in the middle of the board
• T: concept checks the words true, false, and please repeat the sentence
• Ss: stand up in the middle of the room
• T: gives instructions: “ I am going to read sentences from Margaret Kilgallen. Some
sentences are true, and some are false. If the sentence is true, stand on the side of the
room that says True. If the sentence is false, stand on the side of the room that says
False. If you need to hear the sentence again, stand in the middle of the room for
Please repeat the sentence.
• T: reads a sentence, giving both true and false statements
• Ss: move to True, False, or Repeat
• T: repeats the true statement for every statement whether they were true or false
• Ss: all move to the True section of the room
• Ss: move to the middle of the room
• T-Ss: begin with the next statement until all statement are finished
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The True/False Statements
1) Margaret and Barry think it’s bad to paint on trains.
2) Margaret talks to the filmmakers, but we never hear or see them.
3) Margaret’s heroines are women who do big things.
4) Algia Mae Hinton is a dancer who plays bluesy guitar.
5) Margaret hopes her paintings inspire young women.
6) Margaret doesn’t want to change anything.
25 minutesClass Discussion:
• T: hands out the reading from the Art21 video of Margaret Kilgallen (5:5)
• Ss: read
• T: writes questions on the board and elicits students understanding
• T-Ss: repetition practice of question
• Ss: Discuss the questions in groups
• Ss: share answers with the class	
  
	
  
1) Imagine you are the filmmaker filming Margaret Kilgallen.
List three questions you have for her.
2) Do you think an artist’s paintings and drawings change the way people think?
Why or why not?

C.) Research and Writing about Inspiring Women

50 minutes

50 minutes
Doing Research:
• T: gives directions and guidance to students
• Ss: research and find information on three women they think are inspiring heroines
• Ss: get information from books, the Internet, or talking with people
• Ss: find the answers to the questions below for all three woman
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5:6

If the woman lives now, answer these questions:
1) What is her name and who is she?
_________________________is a _____________________________________.
2) Where is she from?
She is from ___________________________________________.
3) What does she do? (Use an verb in the present) (Give one example)
She ______________________________________________________________.
For example, she____________________________________________________.
4) Why is she inspiring to you?
She is inspiring to me because she _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________.
If the woman lived in the past, answer these questions:
1) What is her name and who was she?
_______________________was a ______________________________________.
2) Where was she from?
She was from _______________________________________________________.
3) What did she do? (Use a verb in the past)(Give one example)
She _______________________________________________________________.
For example, she____________________________________________________.
4) Why is she inspiring to you?
She is inspiring to me because she ______________________________________.
50 minutes
Writing Paragraphs:
• T: gives directions and guidance to students
• Ss: write three paragraphs, one paragraph for each woman they researched
• Ss: use the sentences they write in their research to write the paragraphs
• Ss: listen to three students read their paragraphs
• Ss: read their paragraphs to three students
5:7

Example Paragraph:
Mother Teresa is my heroine. She was a Catholic nun from Albania. She helped poor
people in India. For example, she opened a home for orphaned and homeless children. She s
inspiring to me because she was a very kind and caring person.
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D.) Individual Painting/Drawing Project- My Heroine

150 minutes

Drawing or Painting Your Heroine:
• T: gives directions and guidance to students
1) choose one of the three women you wrote about to be your heroine
2) review the 5 elements of art and 6 principles of composition learned in Module 3
• T: shows the elements of art and principles of composition video as review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnWeBVRjBnU	
  
	
  
•
•
•

Ss: paint a picture of their heroine
Ss: add some important words from their paragraph to the painting
Ss: incorporate the elements of art and principles of composition into their work

E) Grammar- Can and Could

55 minutes

15 minutesWarm-up - Playing Ability Bingo:
• T: hands out bingo cards and conducts repetition practice of the questions on the cards
• T: instructs students:
1) Ask other students the questions on the bingo card.
2) Write the student’s name who answers “Yes, I can.” for each question on the card.
3) If you are the first student to get five names in a row, call BINGO! and you win!
Question: Can you draw _____________?
Possible answers: No, I can’t. or Yes, I can.
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5:8

Can you draw

Can you draw

Can you draw

Can you draw

a horse?

a car?

an elephant?

a city?

Can you draw

Can you draw

a chair?

a tree?

an airplane?

a man?

Can you draw

Can you draw

Can you draw

Can you draw

an umbrella?

a whale?

a house?

a swimming pool?

Can you draw

Can you draw

Can you draw

Can you draw

a baby?

a mountain?

a cell phone?

a bird?

Can you draw

Can draw
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15 minutesReading for Grammar:
• T: pre-teaches some words in the reading using body language and Margaret’s painting:
face, tree, leaves, add, strong(er)
• T: gives students directions
1) Read the conversation between Barry (B) and Margaret (M)
Barry gives two kinds of positive (helpful) feedback to Margaret on her painting:
Barry gives his opinions, and Barry gives advice
2) Notice the words in bold
• T: reads the conversation to the students after students have read it once silently
5:9

M: Barry, Can you give me feedback on my painting?
B: Sure! Let’s look at it.
M: Ok
B: It looks good! I really like the dark yellow shapes in the foreground and the tree on the
right.
M: Do you think I should make the woman’s hair black?
B: No, I don’t think so. I like her hair red. I like the look on her face too. She is looking at the
tree, right?
M: Yea.
B: You could paint some green in the tree leaves, and you could paint some lines in the
foreground. Adding those two things could make your painting stronger.
M: Oh, thanks. I’ll think about what you said. I can make my painting stronger if I work on it
a little more. Thanks for the feedback Barry.
B: You’re welcome, anytime.
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10 minutesUnderstanding the Reading - Group work:
• Ss: look at the sentences below on the cards
• Ss: complete the sentences from the conversation with the correct words
• Ss: circle the answer: Is the sentence an example of giving opinions or giving advice?
• T: concept checks answers
5:10

1) I ______the dark yellow shapes in the foreground and I _____ the tree on the right.
giving opinions

giving advice

2) No, I _________her hair red. I _________the look on her face too.
giving opinions

giving advice

3) You ____________add some green in the tree leaves.
giving opinions

giving advice

4) And you _____________ paint some lines in the foreground.
giving opinions

giving advice

15 minutesUnderstanding the Grammar:
• T: writes the questions on the board
• Ss: answer the questions by completing the questions on the board (discovering grammar)
• T: gives the grammar rules for the modals can and could and writes example sentences
• Ss: write the rules in their sketchbooks
1) What word do you notice in the two sentences about giving advice?
Write the word here: ______________________
2) In the conversation between Barry and Margaret, what words are in bold?
_________________ and __________________
3) What kind of word are these? Circle the correct answer
noun

adjective

verb

modal verb

adverb

5:11

Can and Could - Ability and Possibility:
1) Use modals with another verb (the verb is in base/dictionary form)
2) We use the modal can to make general statements about what is possible
3) We use the modal could as the past tense of can
4) We use the modal could to show something is possible in the future, but not certain
5) We use the modal could when giving advice and positive feedback
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F: Asking for and Giving Feedback – Practice

20 minutes

Asking for and Giving Positive Feedback – Can and Could:
•

T: writes the gap fill on the board and gives students directions:
1) Work with a partner
2) Choose a drawing or painting in your sketchbook
3) Your partner chooses a drawing or painting from his/her sketchbook
4) Give each other positive feedback on each other’s drawing or painting
5) Use the conversation between Margaret and Barry to help you with your sentences
Ask for feedback:
Can you ________________________________________?
Give opinions on the artwork:
I like__________________________________________________.
Give advice on the artwork:
You could _____________________________________________.

G. Presenting Your Heroine, Getting & Giving Feedback

110 minutes

10 minutesSpeaking and Presenting Practice:
• T: instructs and guides students
• Ss: practice speaking about their painting using the paragraph they developed
50 minutes for a class of ten studentsSpeaking and Presenting to the Class:
• Ss: Show and talk about their paintings to the class (5 minutes per student)
50 minutes for a class of ten studentsGiving Positive (Nice) Feedback:
• Ss: watch and listen to other students present their heroines to the class
• Ss: give positive feedback to students on their artwork using the chart
(5 minutes writing time per student
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5:12

Artist’s name:

Your name:

Value: light, dark
Colors -red, green, blue, yellow, orange,
purple, pink
With what shape? - geometric (circle,
square, triangle, rectangle) and organic
Shapes – geometric (circle, square, triangle,
rectangle) and organic
Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background

I like the ______________(value)
_____________(color)
you used with the _______________(shape).

I like the ______________shape you used in
the ________________________.

Lines -curved, horizontal, vertical
Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background

I like the _____________________lines
you used in the ___________________.

Words What words did the artist put

I like the word ________________and

in the painting that you like?

______________________ that you put in
your painting.

Principles of Composition
Circle the principles you see in the painting.

Balance

Variety

Contrast

Focus

Movement

Pattern

AdviceWrite one thing the artist could do to make
the painting stronger

To make your painting stronger you could
____________________________________.

H.) Hanging the Art Work
Hanging the Artwork- school, church, gallery, library, or community center:
T-Ss: deliver artwork to the location of the art show
T-Ss: hang art work and make display titles

50 minutes
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I) Project Reflection – Homework
Journal Writing in Sketchbooks:
• T: Gives instructions
1) Write the title Inspiration for Art Project Reflection
2) Answer these three questions in your sketchbook
3) Write two or more sentences for each question
Questions:
1) What did you learn?
2) What did you like?
3) What did you dislike?

	
  

Module 6: What Inspires You?

100	
  
Total Time:
420 Minutes

Language Objectives:
• functional language: expressing opinions using “like,” expressing ability using “can,”
giving advice using “could,” 5 elements of art, 6 principles of composition
Content Objectives:
• Painting of inspirational things chosen by students, writing paragraphs, presenting art,
giving feedback on art
Rationale:
• This module builds on the previous module, providing the scaffolding students need for
free practice in finding inspirations, and making visual art based on those inspirations. Just
like module 5, the activities in this module build the skills that are significant to the
successful performance of communicating visually. By the end of this module, students
will have gained some independence in the process of visual communication with the use
of English language: research, writing, creating imagery, reflecting on the process through
writing and speaking, presenting their work, and receiving feedback
Learning Outcomes:
• Students will conduct research on four subjects that inspire them
• Students will be able to write a paragraph on each of the four subjects they researched
• Students will individually make a successful painting combining images with words of at
least two of the four subjects they researched
• Students will be able to give positive feedback on other students art using language for
giving opinions (I like), and giving advice (you could)
• Students will be able to give positive feedback on other students art using the language for
the five elements of art and six principles of composition
Language Learning, Visual Literacy, and Visual Practices Assessments:
During- project Assessments:
• Teacher informally assesses students on all learning outcomes
• Visual Literacy Assessment on elements of art and principles of composition
• Visual Practices Assessment an individually-made painting
• Language Learning Assessment- paragraph writing
Post-project Assessment:
• Student journal reflections
Materials/ Resources:
• TV/DVD, computer/projector/internet-video file, or tablet/video file
• Sketchbook, pens, pencils, eraser, ruler, sharpener, large paper, paint, and paintbrushes
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Scaffolding:
• Teacher gives feedback and help on word writing and pronunciation
• Students help each other during picture-making
• Students share their work with each other, give advice and opinions on each others work,
and help each other learn the words from their individual works
Collaborations:
• Students work together to hang all their paintings in a public place

A.) Introduction –Finding You Inspiration

20 minutes

Warm-up:
• T: writes the questions on the board with the gap fill and conducts repetition
practice of the questions with students
• T: gives instructions:
1) Write the questions and answer the questions in your sketchbook
2) Using the survey chart, and the questions, find out information about three
students
3) Share your answers to the questions with the three students
Guiding Questions:
1) What is the most important place to you?
_____________________________ is the most important place to me.
2) What is the most important object to you?
______________________________is the most important object to me.
3) What is the most important animal to you?
______________________________ is the most important animal to me.
4) What is most important thing to you?
______________________________ is most important thing to me.
6:1

Name of

Important

Important

Important

The Most

Student

Place

Object

Animal

Important

or Plant

Thing
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B.) Research and Writing about Your Inspirations

100 minutes

50 minutesDoing Research:
• T: gives directions and guidance to students
• Ss: research and find information on four subjects they think are inspiring
• Ss: get factual information and history from books and the Internet
• Ss: find the answers to the questions below and write sentence responses
6:2

Place:
What place?

Object:
What is it?

Where is it?

Where is it?

What does it look like?

What does it look like?

Why is it important to you?

Why is it important to you?

Animal or Plant:
What animal/plant is it?

Thing:
What is it?

Where does it live?

What does it look like?

What does it look like?

Why is it important to you?

Why is it important to you?
50 minutesWriting Paragraphs:
• T: gives directions and guidance to students
• Ss: write four paragraphs, one paragraph for each subject they researched
• Ss: use the sentences they write in their research to write the paragraphs
• Ss: listen to three students read their paragraphs
• Ss: read their paragraphs to three students
6:3

Example Paragraph 1- Place:
California is my important place. California became a state in the United States in 1849. It
is a beautiful place. It is in North America on the west coast It has yellow hills and the blue
Pacific Ocean. California is important to me because it is my home.
Example Paragraph 2- Object:
The bike is my important object. The first bike was made in the 1800’s in Europe. Bikes
have two wheels, handle bars, two foot pedals, a seat, and a frame. Bikes are important to me
because they are fun.
Example Paragraph 3- Animal:
The cat is my important animal. Cats first lived with people 4000 years ago. Cats live all
over the world. They have big ears, four legs, tails, and fur. Cats are important to me because
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Example Paragraph 3- Animal:
The cat is my important animal. Cats first lived with people 4000 years ago. Cats live all
over the world. They have big ears, four legs, tails, and fur. Cats are important to me because
they are good friends.
Example Paragraph 4- Thing:
Family is my important thing. Families are different all over the world. A family can have
many people or it can have only two people. A family gives people love and happiness. A
family is important to me because love and happiness are important.

C.) Individual Painting/Drawing Project- You Inspiration

150 minutes

Drawing or Painting Your Inspiration:
• T: gives directions and guidance to students
• Ss: choose at least 2 of the subjects that they wrote about that inspire them
• Ss: paint a picture of their inspirations
• Ss: add some important words from their paragraphs to the painting
• Ss: incorporate the elements of art and principles of composition into their work
6:4 (example image hand out)

D. Presenting Your Painting, Getting & Giving Feedback

for a ten student class:
100 minutes

Speaking and Presenting:
• T: instructs and guides students
• Ss: practice speaking about their painting using the paragraph(s) they developed
• Ss: Show and talk about their paintings to the class (5 minutes each student)
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5 minutes writing time per presenterGiving Positive (Nice) Feedback:
• Ss: watch and listen to other students present their Inspirations to the class
• Ss: give positive feedback to students on their artwork using the chart
6:5

Artist’s name:

Your name:	
  

Value: light, dark
Colors -red, green, blue, yellow, orange,
purple, pink
With what shape? - geometric (circle,
square, triangle, rectangle) and organic
	
  
Shapes – geometric (circle, square, triangle,
rectangle) and organic
Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background
	
  
Lines -curved, horizontal, vertical
Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background
	
  
Words -

I like the ______________(value)
_____________(color)
you used with the _______________(shape).	
  

	
  
I like the ______________shape you used in
the ________________________.
	
  
I like the _____________________lines
you used in the ___________________.	
  

What words did the artist put

I like the word ________________and

in the painting that you like?
	
  

______________________ that you put in
your painting.
	
  

Principles of Composition
Circle the principles you see in the painting.

Balance

Variety

Contrast

Focus
	
  

Movement

Pattern

Advice-

	
  

Write one thing the artist could do to make

To make your painting stronger you could

the painting stronger	
  

____________________________________.
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E.) Hanging the Art Work
Hanging the Artwork- school, church, gallery, library, or community center:
•
•

T-Ss: deliver artwork to the location of the art show
T-Ss: hang art work and make display titles

F.) Projects Reflection – Homework
Journal Writing in Sketchbooks:
• T: Gives instructions
1) Write the title What Inspires Me Project Reflection
2) Answer these three questions in your sketchbook
3) Write two or more sentences for each question
Questions:
1) What did you learn?
2) What did you like?
3) What did you dislike?
	
  

50 minutes
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND EVALUATION

Conclusions
Finding solutions to the crisis of refugee education is challenging. This field project
was developed to address the problem of refugee education by offering a unique
curriculum that responds to the psychosocial and educational needs of conflict-affected
youth. The curriculum is significant because it provides an opportunity for youth to
express themselves visually while learning new language. Furthermore, the curriculum
is supportive of students’ own learning goals because class projects are individualized.
In addition, assessment of student outcomes occurs naturally throughout the curriculum
because student-produced projects are shared and evaluated during class. Sharing also
provides an opportunity for students to be active in assessment processes by analyzing
each other’s work, giving feedback, learning from each other, and helping each other.
This process builds confidence, psychosocial well-being and social engagement, all
things conflict-affected youth need while learning. This field project’s curriculum is an
example of what can be done to address the problem of educating youth who have
experienced conflict.
Recommendations
Community access and engagement is essential to the success of this curriculum
project. Educators who are trying to establish this curriculum need to gain the trust of
the community the program is geared. It is necessary to include the community in
educational processes: in decision making, in teaching, and program evaluation. By
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involving the community, the program and its curriculum gain relevancy. This
establishes a feeling of community ownership of education, and builds trust with the
educators initiating the program. (Cleveland, 2011; Helguera, 2011; Petersen, 2013).
The more the curriculum is aligned with community interests, and invites community
participation, the more it will flourish, expand, and evolve to meet the needs of youth.
This curriculum has unlimited capacity to engage learners and communities and
it is recommended that educators take advantage of this feature. This characteristic is
partially due to the curriculum’s emergent and flexible nature, a common attribute of
creative processes. This characteristic allows the curriculum to be easily adapted to meet
the needs of language learners at all proficiency levels. One way the curriculum could
move from beginning to intermediate learner level is by requiring more critical analysis,
feedback, and learner-to-learner engagement within class projects through writing,
listening, and speaking. Projects could become even more advanced by including
advanced research elements. For example, a project could have students conduct
academic research on a social, political, or environmental problem and incorporate their
data and findings in their visual projects.
As the above example has illustrated, this English/art curriculum is sufficiently
flexible to include an unlimited array of themes and project ideas. This is a key feature
of creative processes and is one of the most significant strengths of this curriculum. Any
subject, topic, or field of study can be integrated. Furthermore, the curriculum can be
developed to include other visual mediums such as videos, movies, interactive forums,
and other online media. This would allow for even more access to the curriculum
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globally and present an opportunity for cross-cultural collaboration that connects
learners and teachers from around the world.
Evaluation
To investigate the effectiveness of this field project, English Language Learning
through Visual Arts Practices for Conflict-affected Youth in Secondary Education, I
would conduct a sequential mixed method research study collecting both quantitative
and qualitative data. The research plan I outline is a thorough way to evaluate the
usefulness of the curriculum project for students.
Research questions. 1.) Did students improve in psychosocial health and social
engagement? 2.) Did students improve their visual literacy knowledge and skills?
3.) Did students’ English literacy increase?
Research participants. Participants would include a total of 40 refugee students
from two secondary schools, ages 14 to 18. The participants of the first school would be
refugee youth of diverse backgrounds attending an American high school. Participating
high school staff would use purposive sampling to select students based on the students’
need for an English literacy intervention for high school readiness. The second group of
students would be selected from the Syrian refugee community living in Istanbul,
Turkey. Student participants would be selected throughout the community based on
interest in the course. Both student participant groups living in the United States and
Turkey would be assessed against one control group, each selected from the same
student population with the same participant number. Participating teachers in both
locations would be selected based on prior knowledge of visual literacy and English, and
would be trained in the curriculum beforehand.
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Data collection. Data would be collected by using a pre- and post-test for English
reading, writing, speaking, and listening; recorded and transcribed semi-structured
individual and group interviews with students, teachers, and family members; bi-weekly
classroom observations over an 18-week period through eight modules; samples of
student individual and collaborative work; and student and teacher journal reflections.
Control groups would be assessed with the same pre- and post-tests, and interviews.
Results of studies of this type can experience validity constraints. One reason is
that sometimes students drop out of class or move away (Ager et. al, 2011; Green &
Kloos, 2009). If this problem occurs, researchers in this study would make all efforts to
keep track of these students and include them in the study by collecting data through
interviews and post-tests. Another problem that can affect the validity of research is if
teachers participating in the study are not adequately skilled to implement the
curriculum. To mitigate this problem, teachers would keep a reflection journal, give
weekly reports to researchers, and would be evaluated during classroom observations
and interviews. If a teacher or teachers are experiencing difficulty with the curriculum,
further training workshops would be made available.
Data analysis. In Turkey, a Syrian educational specialist would be trained to
collect and analyze data alongside the key-researcher. Including a Syrian researcher
helps address cultural and language barriers and improves the validity of the research
for the local community.
In both locations, the researchers would look for predetermined themes in interview
transcripts, observations, student sample work, and teacher and student reflections.
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Themes include psychosocial welfare and community engagement, and visual literacy
and English language literacy development.
Specific categories in the themes of psychosocial welfare and community
engagement to be coded and analyzed include emotional state, prosocial behavior, peer
relationships, family relationships (Jordans et al., 2010; Darvin, 2009), utilization of
social networks, student empowerment in the school environment (Zenkov et al., 2007)
and personal outlook (Green & Kloos, 2009).
Specific categories in the themes of visual literacy and English language literacy
development to be coded and analyzed include drawing/composition skills, visual
thinking and idea formulation, experimentation, use of visual scaffold for English
language literacy development (Leigh, 2012), notetaking, organization and categorizing
of words and images, problem solving (Cranitch, 2010), visual connection with personal
experiences and cultural identities, writing skills, word memory (Ismail, 2012) visual
concepts and word knowledge, and the use of functional language for in-class
communication. Once the data from all measurement instruments are analyzed and
coded according to these themes and categories, it would be given to two researchers not
associated with the study to validate or invalidate findings. This is done to remove
researcher subjectivity.
Results of the two sister-studies would be compared and contrasted with the results
from the control groups, and against each other, to see what the similarities and
differences are between the way students, teachers, and their communities respond to the
curriculum in both locations. The goals of the study are to determine if the English
through arts practices curriculum helps students develop visual and verbal literacy, and
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improve psychosocial well-being and social engagement, and if the curriculum could
have universal applications.
Findings.The findings of this study would help determine the effectiveness of this
field project’s English/art curriculum and would help researchers and educators know
how to adapt the curriculum to better serve conflict-affected language learners.
Concluding remarks. Allowing free and open access to information and materials,
especially for teachers and learners who lack resources, is an important goal of this
project. This field project is just the beginning of a life-long project for me, for
collaborating educators, and for learners.
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APPENDIX

English Through Visual Arts Practices: Student Worksheets and Handouts
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(1:1) Introduction to the Class and Class Materials
Class Introduction Video -	
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhP1qKRGlYs

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Listen for the answers to these questions while watching the class introduction video
	
  

1.) How many group projects are there in this class?
2.) What does visual mean? A. or B.
A.) something you hear

B.) something you see

3.) Can words be used to make visual art?
Yes or No?
4.) Does this class have a textbook/coursebook?
Yes or No?
5.) What are 3 different ways to use a sketchbook

1. __________________
2. __________________
3. __________________

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  1:1Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014	
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(1:1) Answer Key
Module 1: Introduction to the Class and Class Materials
Class Introduction Video - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhP1qKRGlYs	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  Listen	
  for	
  the	
  answers	
  to	
  these	
  questions	
  while	
  watching	
  the	
  class	
  introduction	
  video	
  
1.) How many group projects are there in this class?

5

2.) What does visual mean? A. or B.
A.) something you hear

B.) something you see

B.

3.) Can words be used to make visual art? Yes or No?

Yes

4.) Does this class have a textbook/coursebook? Yes or No?

No

5) What are 3 different ways to use a sketchbook

1. make pictures
2. take notes
3. write journal reflections

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Answer Key1:1 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(2:1)
Alphabet video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzX7pYz4Nb0

Jasper Johns

Watch the video and answer the following questions in their sketchbooks
1) How many letters are in the English alphabet?
There are ______ letters in the English alphabet.
2) Name three animals in the video?
_________________, ________________, and ___________________
3) What animal do you like? Why?
I like the __________________because it ________________________
__________________________________________________________.

2:1 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(2:1) ANSWERKEY
Alphabet video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzX7pYz4Nb0
1) How many letters are in the English alphabet?
There are 26 letters in the English alphabet.
2) Name three animals in the video?
ant, bear, cat, dolphin, elephant, frog, goat, hippo, iguana, jaguar,
kangaroo, lion, mouse, nute, octopus, penguin, quail, rhino, snake,
tiger, uakari, vulture, whale, x-ray (turtle), yak, zebra
3) What animal do you like? Why?
I like the __________________because it ________________________.

2:1Answer Key Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(2:2)
Project 1 – Practice the Alphabet in Sketchbooks

Project 2 – Make an Alphabet Poster

Project 3 – Class Alphabet Collage on Big Paper

2:2 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(2:3) Produced by THE ABC 2009 // KLUB7	
  
Collaboration Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TleVV-LoOcE	
  
Watch the video and answer these questions:
1) When artists work together on the same artwork, do they draw and paint at the
same time?
• When artists work together on the same artwork, they do/do not draw and
paint at the same time.
2) Do artists change each other’s drawings and paintings when they work t
together?
• Artists do/do not change each others drawings and paintings when they
work together.
3) When artists work together, are they active or passive (not active)?
• When artists work together they are active/passive.
4) Do you think the artists are learning from each other? Why or why not?
• I think artists are /are not learning form each other because
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________.
5) Do you think they are having fun or not having fun?
• I think they are having fun/ not having fun.
2:3 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(2:3) ANSWER KEY
Artists Collaboration Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TleVV-LoOcE
Produced by THE ABC 2009 // KLUB7
During-viewing Activity:
1) When artists work together on the same artwork, do they draw and paint at the
same time?
• When artists work together on the same artwork, they do draw and paint at
the same time.
2) Do artists change each other’s drawings and paintings when they work
together?
• Artists do change each others drawings and paintings when they work
together.
3) When artists work together, are they active or passive (not active)?
• When artists work together they are active.
4) Do you think the artists are learning from each other? Why or why not?
• I think artists are learning form each other because they watch each other
work and help each other.
5) Do you think they are having fun or not having fun?
• I think they are having fun.

2:3 ANSWER KEY Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:1) An Important Word (or words)

Artist Barry Mcgee

1) Answer the questions below
2) Find out information about 3 students
3) Share your answers with three other students
4) When you are finished, cut and glue this paper in your sketchbook
Questions:
1) What word do you like because of the way it looks?
I like the word ________________because of the way it looks.
2) What word do you like because of the way it sounds?
I like the word ________________because of the way it sounds
3) What word do you like because of what it means?
I like the word ________________because of what it means.
Name of
Student

	
  

word look

Word sound

word meaning

3:1 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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Project 1 – Design a Word Poster

unknown artist

Kay Rosen

Project 2 – Group Project - Pattern -Three Important Phrases

Barry Mcgee

Mohammad Bozorgi

Project 3 – Class Project - Wall Installation: Words Come Together

Lora Fosberg
3:2 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:3) Elements & Principles of Art Video –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnWeBVRjBnU	
  

List the 5 elements of art and 5 principles of composition in the video
5 Elements of Art

5 Principles of Composition

1)

1)

2)

2)

3)

3)

4)

4)

5)

5)

The video talks about two pictures. What things are in the pictures?
Picture 1:
Picture 2:
3:3 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:4) Elements of Art and Principles of Composition Matching Cards
Words

	
  
	
  
	
  

balance

variety

contrast

focus
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movement

pattern

vertical line

curved line
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horizontal line

diagonal line

circle

triangle
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rectangle

square

	
  
	
  

color

	
  

value 	
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space

foreground

middleground

background
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(3:4) Elements of Art and Principles of Composition Matching Cards
Images arranged opposite order so that they can be printed two-sided back-to-back with words
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3:4 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:5 - 1)

	
  

Wang Yidong, “Yi River” 1993
www.en.cafa.com
Yi River”, oil on canvas, 190 x 185 cm, 1993
	
  
	
  

3:5 -1 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:5 – 2)

	
  	
  
	
  

	
  

Wati Kutjara (Two Men Story), 2003,
Spinifex Men’s Collaborative
http://ronsview.org/2012/05/31/australian-aboriginal-art/
3:5 - 2 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:5 -3)

3:5 -3 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:6) Elements of Art & Principles of Composition
Title of
Artwork

1. ___________
___________
___________

5 Elements of Art

Color: red, green, blue, orange, yellow, purple, pink

Balance

Line : curved, horizontal, vertical, diagonal

Variety

Shape: circle, square, triangle, rectangle

Contrast

___________
___________

Focus

Value : dark or light
Space: foreground, middleground, or background

2. ___________
___________

___________

Line: curved, horizontal, vertical, diagonal

Variety

Shape: circle, square, triangle, rectangle

Contrast

Value: dark or light (black or white)

___________

Focus
Movement
Pattern

Color: red, green, blue, orange, yellow, purple, pink

Balance

Line: curved, horizontal, vertical, diagonal

Variety

Shape: circle, square, triangle, rectangle

Contrast

3. ___________
___________

Pattern
Balance

Space: foreground, middleground, or background

___________

Movement

Color: red, green, blue, orange, yellow, purple, pink

___________
___________

6 Principles
of
Composition

Focus

Value: dark or light

___________
Space: foreground, middleground, or background

Movement
Pattern

3:6 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(3:7) Journal Reflection: An Important Word Project
1) Write the title An Important Word Project Reflection in your sketchbook
2) Answer these seven questions in your sketchbook
1) What did you learn?
I learned _________________________________________________________.
2) What did you like about this project? Why?
I liked _____________________________because______________________.
3) What did you dislike (not like) about this project? Why?
I disliked _________________________because _______________________.
4) What elements of art are in your poster?
The elements of art in my poster are__________________________________
______________________________________________________________.
5) What principles of composition did your group use in your group project?
We used these principles of composition: ____________________________,
__________________________ , and _______________________________
6) How do you read words when they are in a pattern?
When words are in a pattern, I read the words as a picture / as words first, and
as a picture / as words second.
7) Think about the wall installation. Think about the words before you put them on the
wall. Think about the words after you put them on the wall. Did you think of the words
in the same way or in different ways? I thought of the words in the same way, in a
different way.
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(4:1)

Street Artist: DAIN	
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(4:2)
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(4:3)
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(4:4)
Project 1 –Image-to-Word- Collage Practice in Sketchbooks

Kelley Rae Roberts

Nancy Standlee

Project 2 – Group Project – Image to Word Collage on Big Paper

Larry Carlson

Michelle Caplan

Michael Crigler

Project 3 – Class Project - Image & Word Installation in the Classroom

Gerda Steiner & Jorg Lenzlinger

Rebecca Louise Law
4:4 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(4:5) The Artist, Rebecca Louise Law, and Her Collaborative Team
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1PqLTSUKfU

Watch video and answer the questions:
1) What is the artist installing in the room?
The artist is installing ________________ in the room.
2) Is she working by herself or in collaboration with other people?
The artist is working by herself/ in collaboration with other people.
3) Does it take a short time or does it take a long time to make an art
installation?
It takes a short/ long time.
4:5 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(4:5) ANSWER KEY
The Artist, Rebecca Louise Law, and Her Collaborative Team
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1PqLTSUKfU

1) What is the artist installing in the room?
The artist is installing flowers in the room.
2) Is she working by herself or in collaboration with other people?
The artist is working by in collaboration with other people.
3) Does it take a short time or does it take a long time to make an art
installation?
It takes a long time.

4:5 Key Answers Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:1)Introduction- Inspiration
1) Answer the questions below in your sketchbook
2) find out information about two other students
3) Share your answers with two other students
	
  
Question

Answer for Student 1

Answer for Student 2

What do you

I like to draw and paint

I like to draw and paint

like to draw and

___________________

___________________

paint? (What

because_____________

because_____________

subjects?)

___________________

___________________

Why?

___________________.

___________________.

What subjects

I see ______________,

I see ______________,

do you see in

__________________,

__________________,

other peoples’

and _______________

and _______________

drawings and

in other peoples drawings

in other peoples drawings

paintings?

and paintings.

and paintings.

Your answer:
1) I like to draw and paint ___________________________________because
____________________________________________________________.
2) I see _______________, __________________, and _______________ in
other peoples’ drawings and paintings.

5:1 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:2)
Margaret Kilgallen Vocabulary Presentation Video: http://youtu.be/2PRcIMxvhus
Watch and listen to the video and fill in the words in this chart

1
not planned, absurd, or not expected
2
a woman people respect because she has done
amazing things
3
exciting, motivating, amazing
4
select something or someone as the best
5
think and see in the mind
6
to have confidence or faith in the truth or honesty
of someone or something
7
the spectrum of male and female characteristics in
people, animals, and plants
8
a mother raising a child or children with no father
9
step down, go from a higher position to a lower
position, or feel depressed and unmotivated
10
stop, quit, despair
11
Continue, take steps, persevere, carry on
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(5:3) Cards for Matching Words to Meaning
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(5:4) Margaret Kilgallen
1) Watch the video and answer six questions
2) Choose the correct answer from the choices a., b., c., or d.

1) What does Margaret like to draw on?
a. cars

b. trains

c. bikes

d. buses

2) What subject inspires Margaret?
a. dogs

b. politicians

c. cars

d. women

3) What woman does Margaret choose to draw and paint?
a. Michelle Obama

b. Mother Teresa

c. Matokie Slaughter

d. her mother

4) What is Algia Mae Hinton?
a. a grandmother

b. a religious leader

c. a single mother

d. a filmmaker

5) Why does Margaret do her work? What keeps her going?
Why doesn’t she give up?
a. Young people come up and thank her.
b. She makes good money from selling her work.
c. She wants to be famous.
d. She likes to travel.
6) Margaret wants to change what characteristic is emphasized about
women.What characteristic does Margaret say is the emphasis?
a. intelligence

b. beauty

c. creativity

d. strength

5:4 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:4) ANSWERKEY

1) Watch the video and answer six questions
2) Choose the correct answer from the choices a., b., c., or d.

Margaret Kilgallen

1) What does Margaret like to draw on?
a. cars

b. trains

c. bikes

d. buses

2) What subject inspires Margaret?
a. dogs

b. politicians

c. cars

d. women

3) What woman does Margaret choose to draw and paint?
a. Michelle Obama

b. Mother Teresa

c. Matokie Slaughter

d. her mother

4) What is Algia Mae Hinton?
a. a grandmother

b. a religious leader

c. a single mother

d. a filmmaker

5) Why does Margaret do her work? What keeps her going?
Why doesn’t she give up?
a. Young people come up and thank her.
b. She makes good money from selling her work.
c. She wants to be famous.
d. She likes to travel.
6) Margaret wants to change what characteristic is emphasized about
women. What characteristic does Margaret say is the emphasis?
a. intelligence

b. beauty

c. creativity

d. strength

5:4 Answer Key Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:5) The Reading – Art21- Margaret Kilgallen

meanings of
underlined words

M: Barry, do you think we should do something on here?
I think I might want to do a tag back over here.
B: Okay. [Margaret and Barry both laugh]

v. reverse &
return

M: We’re nervous [laughs] [to the filmmakers] Ok, you
guys can look at something else for a while. [laughs]

n. men & woman

M: [to Barry] You want me to go up there?
B: Okay.
M: There are random women who write on trains, but
there’s one-offs that I might see. But, there’s a woman
who writes ‘Judi Wynn’ and I think I know where she

v. tag
n. a thing made
once

works. There’s a woman who writes ‘Batwoman’ and I
think she’s from Oregon somewhere. Yeah, there’s not

that many women who do it, at all. It’s definitely
mostly men.
B: Do you want to go look at the trains?
M: Oh shoot, Barry, we should not be…They’re going to

adv. normally

Oh no!

us see then, no?
B: It’s all right.
M: All right, let’s go walk out then.

adj. good
let us
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M: Oh shoot, Barry, we should not be…They’re going to
us see then, no?
B: It’s all right.

adj. good
let us

M: All right, let’s go walk out then.
B: Let’s wave to them.

are not

M: Oh, because these trucks aren’t even running.

adj. many

M: I do have a lot of heroines, as well as a lot of heroes

n. pictures

too, but I like to paint images of women who I find
inspiring. And I don’t like to choose people that
everyone knows. I like to choose people that just do
small things, and yet somehow hit me in my heart.

adv. specifically

M: I got interested in “old time” music, particularly the
banjo and in the beginning I would here somebody
playing music on record, and then I wouldn’t know
what they look like at all but I would imagine what
they look like, and draw it.The records I would buy
would have no women on them, ever. And Matokie

n.p. for example

Slaughter, for instance, was the first woman I ever

v. past of see

saw on record, on an old-time record. You know, I

v. past of find

couldn’t believe I had found a woman on there. And
I didn’t know it was a woman for a while because the
name ‘Matokie,’ I didn’t know what gender that was.
M: Algia Mae Hinton, she plays kind of bluesy guitar. I
saw her on a tape all about flat-footing and buck
dancing. She would do the flat-footing, and then she
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would turn around and put her guitar on her back,
and play the guitar, and it was pretty incredible.

v. give help

She’s a single mother and supports her children by
playing her music.
M: Or, I used to read a lot about the history of swimming,
and the first woman to win the Olympics was a woman
named Fanny Durack, and she was from Australian,
and she wore a full wool suit. And the reason she won

v. past of wear
v. past of swim

is because she swam the Australian crawl and the other
women weren’t swimming that way.
M: When I get down and don’t feel like doing art, and I
feel like giving it up, then the thing that keeps me
going is the fact that maybe somebody will learn
from what I’m doing. When you put your work out
there and somebody comes up to you and thanks you

adv. specifically

for doing it, and especially when young people come
up and thank me, that is why I do work. And I

v. dream, wish

especially hope, you know, to inspire young women.

n.importance

Because I often feel like so much emphasis is put

adj. not fat

on how beautiful you are, and how thin you are, and
not a lot of emphasis is put on what you can do and
how smart you are. I’d like to change the emphasis of
	
  

v. make something
different

what’s important when looking at a woman.
5:5 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:6) Doing Research

1) Research and find information on three women you think are inspiring heroines
2) Get information from books, the Internet, or talking with people
3) Find the answers to the questions below for all three women

If the woman lives now, answer these questions:
1) What is her name and who is she?
_____________________________is a ______________________________.
2) Where is she from?
She is from _____________________________________________________.
3) What does she do? (Use an verb in the present) (Give one example)
She ___________________________________________________________.
For example, she_________________________________________________.
4) Why is she inspiring to you?
She is inspiring to me because she __________________________________.
If the woman lived in the past, answer these questions:
1) What is her name and who was she?
__________________________ was a _______________________________.
2) Where was she from?
She was from ___________________________________________________.
3) What did she do? (Use a verb in the past)(Give one example)
She __________________________________________________________.
For example, she________________________________________________.
4) Why is she inspiring to you?
She is inspiring to me because she _________________________________.	
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(5:7) Writing Paragraphs
Artist Abdon J. Romero

Write three paragraphs, one paragraph for each woman you researched.
Use your sentences to write.
Example Paragraph
Mother Teresa is my heroine. She was a Catholic nun from Albania. She
helped poor people in India. For example, she opened a home for orphaned and
homeless children. She is inspiring to me because she was a very kind and caring
person.
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(5:8) Ability Bingo:
1) Ask other students the questions on the bingo card.
2) Write the student’s name who answers “Yes, I can.” for each question on the card.
3) If you are the first student to get five names in a row, call BINGO! and you win!
Question: Can you draw _____________?
Possible answers: No, I can’t. or Yes, I can.
Can you draw
a horse?

Can you draw
a chair?

Can you draw
a car?

Can you draw a
tree?

Can you draw
an elephant?

Can you draw
an airplane?

Can you draw
a city?

Can draw
a man?

Can you draw
an umbrella?

Can you draw
a whale?

Can you draw
a house?

Can you draw
a swimming pool?

Can you draw
a baby?

Can you draw
a mountain?

Can you draw
a cell phone?

Can you draw
a bird?

5:8 developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:9) Reading for Grammar
1) Read the conversation between Barry (B) and Margaret (M) about Margaret’s painting
Barry gives two kinds of positive (helpful) feedback to Margaret on her painting:
Barry gives his opinions, and Barry gives advice
2) Notice the words in bold

M: Barry, Can you give me feedback on my painting?
B: Sure! Let’s look at it.
M: Ok
B: It looks good! I really like the dark yellow shapes in the foreground and
the tree on the right.
M: Do you think I should make the woman’s hair black?
B: No, I don’t think so. I like her hair red. I like the look on her face too. She
is looking at the tree, right?
M: Yea.
B: You could paint some green in the tree leaves, and you could paint some
lines in the foreground. Adding those two things could make your
painting stronger.
M: Oh, thanks. I’ll think about what you said. I can make my painting
stronger if I work on it a little more. Thanks for the feedback Barry.
B: You’re welcome, anytime.
5:9 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014	
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(5:10) Reading for Grammar
1) Look at the sentences below on the cards
2) Complete the sentences from the conversation with the correct words
3) Circle the answer: Is the sentence an example of giving opinions or giving advice?

1) I ___________ the dark yellow shapes in the foreground and
I __________ the tree on the right.
giving opinions

giving advice

	
  
2) No, I ___________her hair red. I _________ the look on her face too.

giving opinions

giving advice

	
  
3) You __________________ add some green in the tree leaves.

giving opinions

giving advice

	
  
4) And you _____________ paint some lines in the foreground.
giving opinions

giving advice
5:10 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014	
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(5:10) ANSWER KEY Reading for Grammar
1) Look at the sentences below on the cards
2) Complete the sentences from the conversation with the correct words
3) Circle the answer: Is the sentence an example of giving opinions or giving advice?

1) I like the dark yellow shapes in the foreground and
I like the tree on the right.
giving opinions
	
  
2) No, I like her hair red. I like the look on her face too.

giving opinions
	
  
3) You could add some green in the tree leaves.

giving advice
	
  
4) And you could paint some lines in the foreground.
giving advice
5:10 Answer Key Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014	
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(5:11) Can and Could Ability and Possibility

	
  

Subject + Modal + Verb in base form

	
  

They can draw pictures.

They can’t draw pictures.

She can write English.

She can’t write English.

Use the modal can to make general statements about what is possible

	
  

They can draw pictures.

They can’t draw pictures.

She can write English.

She can’t write English.

I can understand the video.

I can’t understand the video.

Use the modal could as the past tense of can
They could draw pictures yesterday.

They couldn’t draw pictures yesterday.

She could write when she was child.

She couldn’t write when she was a child.

I could understand the video last week.

I couldn’t understand the video last week.

	
  

Use the could to show something is possible in the future, but not certain
The students could paint a picture tomorrow.
	
  

You could go to college after high school.

We use the modal could when giving advice and positive feedback
You could draw one more apple in your drawing.
You could add more red to the apples in your drawing.
5:11 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(5:12)Heroines - Positive Feedback Chart
Artist’s name:

Your name:	
  

Value: light, dark
Colors -red, green, blue, yellow,
orange, purple, pink
With what shape? - geometric (circle,
square, triangle, rectangle) and organic
	
  
Shapes – geometric (circle, square,
triangle, rectangle) and organic
Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background
	
  
Lines -curved, horizontal, vertical

I like the __________ (value)
________ (color) you used with the
_______________(shape).

	
  
I like the ______________shape you
used in the _____________________.
	
  
I like the ____________________lines

Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background

you used in the ___________________.	
  

Words What words did the artist put
in the painting that you like?
	
  
Principles of Composition

I like the word ________________and
______________________ that you put
in your painting.
Balance

Variety

Contrast

Circle the principles you see

Focus

Movement

Pattern

Advice-

	
  
To make your painting stronger you

Write one thing the artist could do to

could _________________________.

make the painting stronger.
5:12 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(6:1) Finding Your Inspiration
Answer the questions in your sketchbook
Using the chart, and the questions, find out information about 3 students
Share your answers to the questions with the 3 students
1) What is the most important place to you?
_____________________________ is the most important place to me.
2) What is the most important object to you?
______________________________is the most important object to me.
3) What is the most important animal to you?
______________________________ is the most important animal to me.
4) What is most important thing to you?
______________________________ is most important thing to me.
Name of
Student

Important
Place

Important
Object

Important
Animal
or Plant

The Most
Important
Thing

6:1	
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(6:2) Finding Your Inspiration
Research Questions:
Get factual information and history from books and the Internet

Place:

Object:

What place?

What is it?

Where is it?

Where is it?

What does it look like?

What does it look like?

Why is it important to you?

Why is it important to you?

Animal or Plant:

Thing:

What animal/plant is it?

What is it?

Where does it live?

What does it look like?

What does it look like?

Why is it important to you?

Why is it important to you?
6:2 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(6:3) Writing Paragraphs
Example Paragraph 1- Place

California is my important place. California became a state in the
United States in 1849. It is a beautiful place. It is in North America on the west
coast. It has yellow hills and the blue Pacific Ocean. California is important to
me because it is my home.
Example Paragraph 2- Object

The bike is my important object. The first bike was made in the 1800’s
in Europe. Bikes have two wheels, handle bars, two foot pedals, a seat, and a
frame. Bikes are important to me because they are fun.
Example Paragraph 3- Animal

The cat is my important animal. Cats first lived with people 4000
years ago. Cats live all over the world. They have big ears, four legs, tails, and
fur. Cats are important to me because they are good friends.
Example Paragraph 4- Thing

Family is my important thing. Families are different all over the
world. A family can have many people or it can have only two people. A family
gives people love and happiness. A family is important to me because love and
happiness are important.
6:3 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014
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(6:4) Inspirations - Positive Feedback Chart
Artist’s name:

Your name:	
  

Value: light, dark
Colors -red, green, blue, yellow,
orange, purple, pink
With what shape? - geometric (circle,
square, triangle, rectangle) and organic
	
  
Shapes – geometric (circle, square,
triangle, rectangle) and organic
Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background
	
  
Lines -curved, horizontal, vertical

I like the __________ (value)
________ (color) you used with the
_______________(shape).

	
  
I like the ______________shape you
used in the _____________________.
	
  
I like the ____________________lines

Where in space? –
foreground, middleground, background

you used in the ___________________.	
  

Words What words did the artist put
in the painting that you like?
	
  
Principles of Composition
Circle the principles you see

I like the word ________________and
______________________ that you put
in your painting.
Balance

Variety

Contrast

Focus

Movement

Pattern

	
  
AdviceWrite one thing the artist could do to

To make your painting stronger you

make the painting stronger.

could _________________________.
6:4 Developed by Jennifer Lemper, 2014

